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ProfessorJames Allis, center, was presented the 1990 Hope Outstanding Professor
Educator (H.O.P.E.)award by Mortar Board presidents Scott J. Trimble '90 and Christine

Modey
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December by Hope College, 137 East 12th
Street, Holland, Michigan 49423-3698.
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PROFESSOR:

H.O.P.E.
Professor
James B. Allis was presentedthe 26th
annual Hope Outstanding Professor
Educator (H.O.P.E.) award by the 1990

Dr. Allis has been a

of the philosophy

is

a

departmentto receive the

higher education career -- in philosophy.

philosophy, was honored during the col-

Dr. Allis taught

lege’s Honors Convocation on Thursday,

a

April 26. The award, first given in 1965, is
presentedby the graduatingclass to the
professor who they feel epitomizes the best
qualitiesof the Hope College educator.

New

years.

mathematics and science

He

with students.
Courses Dr. Allis teaches include “Modem

away

NATO’s going

for a while.

under the law. Hope College admits students
any race, color, national and ethnic origin,

accordedor made available to students at Hope
College, including the administration of its
educationalpolicies, admissionspolicies,
scholarship and loan programs, and athletic
and other school-administered
programs.With
regard to employment, the College complies
with all legal requirementsprohibiting
discrimination in employment.

Quote, unquote

an eclectic sampling of

“These truly are momentous times,
particularly when you think that the world
as all of us have known it in our adult
lifetimes right now is in the process of
probably profound change.
“It’s a

moment

to be savored,

I

think, in

of respects, and it’s important to realize

that those changes, that are turning the

the Cover:

celebrate their future.

This issue’s cover features scenes

from
5 and

Sunday, May 6. Clockwise from upper left
are: well-wishers at

graduatesenroute

Commencement,the

Baccalaureate,
members of the Class of '75 conversing
with vice president Robert N. De Young
'56 (dean of students while they were
students) and alumni reacquainting
themselves with their alma mater.
to

For more about Baccalaureateand

Commencement,see page

five. For

more

about Alumni Weekend, see pages six

through 11.

coming
the United States and are not coming
the Western Alliance. They are coming

world in

Alumni Weekend and graduationare an
ideal combination — past graduates
return to campus and celebrate their past
while new graduates preparing to leave

don’?

I

don’t think the

—

Pact is going to dissolve
although that’s a. trickier question.
“You know, there are a lot more Romanians than Hungarians. And you look at
what’s happening in Transylvaniaalready,
and you have to believe that maybe the
Hungarians would think that having a
military relationshipwith the Soviet

Union

from
from

a

differentdirection are not

from within the Soviet Union.
“What we are very close to achieving, I
would argue, is the end of the Cold War.
And that is no small thing. The Cold War
has been a period that involved terrific
tensions throughout the world, particularly
for those of us

who

are

members

of the

great powers.

“What

replaces the old

cosmology?

That’s a littlehard to say.

“Arms control, certainly.I would find it
amazing if by the end of this year we did
not have a new strategicarms agreement
with the Soviet Union, a conventional arms
agreement with the Soviet Union and
probably a chemical arms agreement with
the Soviet Union.
“I would guess that the military alliances

of

He added, however, that enough gifts
from alumni who have not yet contributed
this year could achieve the 50 percent mark.
“I’d like to encourageany alum who has an
orange envelope at home and who has not
yet responded to send it in by June 30,
1990,” he said.
Nordstrom noted that while Centre
College of Danville, Ky. has the nations
highest percentageparticipation(76 perbecause we sort of feel that we have

somewhere seen

that before.

“The question of Germany and the
conditions under which Germany is unified
and the impact that that has is something
that is still very unclear.
“It’s still not a completely safe world.
There are still some regimes out there like
the North Koreans and so on which could
cause a lot of trouble.
“I will say a couple of things though. I

such a bad thing.
“Looking at what is happening in
Germany, pretty clearly the Poles already
have decided ‘You know, maybe we’re not
in such a big hurry for all of the Soviet

don’t think it’s really a close call, but

troops get out of Poland.’

an escalatory conflict with the other

is not

a lot

TWO

is

things being said at or about Hope College.

I

to dissolve with the

Warsaw
College is committed to the concept of equal

hoped

has noted that he always

to teach, and particularlyenjoys interacting

think

rights,equal opportunities and equal protection

in

Jersey junior high school for four

are not going to go

NOTICE OF NONDISCRIMINATION:Hope

privileges, programs and activitiesgenerally

member

H.O.P.E. award.

lessening of tensions.

sex, creed or handicap to all the rights,

Hope

the

the third

Before pursuing graduate studies — and

Dr. Allis, an assistant professor of

Associate Director
Gregory S. Olgers ’87, AssistantDirector
Janet Mielke ’84 Pinkham, Assistant
Director
Esther Cleason, Office Manager
Karen Bos, Secretary

member of

faculty since 1965. He

graduating class.

Hope College Office of Public Relations,
DeWitt Center, Holland, MI 49423-3698.
Thomas L. Renner '67, Director
Mary Lammers ’60 Kempker,

a record
alumni have already participated
in this year’s Annual Fund drive, and Hope
is within reaching distance of achieving 50
percent alumni participationfor the first
time ever.
Through Thursday, May 31, 7,500
alumni had contributed, surpassing the
college’s previous record of 6,984. Based
on current projections,the 50 percent goal
— gifts from 8,220 alumni — would come
within 150 people of meeting the goal. “It
looks now as though we will be in the
neighborhood of 49-plus percent’” said
John F. Nordstrom, director of development.
number

'90

both events,held on Saturday, May

and

Humanities Colloquium. He has initiated
student research assistantprograms and
student internships for the philosophy
department.

Layout: Holland Litho Service, Inc.

Hope

Law.”

Hope College

as chairman of the college’s Arts

Associate Editor: Gregorys. Olgers '87

On

is president of the

Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, and also serves

Contributing Writer:

of

of Philosophy” and “Philosophy of

He

Editor: Thomas L. Renner '67

Modey

Philosophy,” “20th Century Political
Philosophy,” “God and Caesar,” “Fundamen-

Published for Alumni, Friends and Parents
of Hope College by the Office of Public
Relations. Should you receive more than one
copy, please pass it on to someone in your
community. An overlap of Hope College
constituencies
makes duplicationsometimes
unavoidable.

Christine

j

“Prettyclearly there’s going to be

at

least

a limited acceptance of the Soviets in the

economic world order. The Soviets clearly
are going to apply for membership in GATT,
the General Agreement forTariffs and Trade,
and I would guess both World Bank and the
IMF. I would expect over time as trends in
the Soviet Union continue there would be
less and less resistanceto that in the West.
“So at what have been the hard edges of
East-West competition, it seems to me that
we are getting a softening, and in all
likelihood that softening will continue.

“However, just to prove that in the world
nothing is ever all right, and nothing ever
gets better, there are a couple other things
to considerabout the new cosmology.
“The bipolar hegemony kept a certain
quiet in a part of the world in which a lot
of bloodletting has begun in the past. There
is a lot of room for some very nasty trends
in the past to play themselves out here
again. For those of us

by training, we find

who

this

I

prefer

what looks like the new world to the old one.
“I think that it is almost certainlya safer

world tor the superpowers, for one thing
— far less chance of us getting involved in
superpower.It should remove a great deal
of tension and so on from our daily lives.
“That alone leads me to believe that we
have weathered a pretty heavy period of
world history, and I am optimisticabout what
the alternativelooks like, though it’s going
to take its share of creative diplomacy and
forward-looking policy to navigate as well.”

Barry L. Stevenson, research director
with the Office of Soviet Analysis of the
Central IntelligenceAgency, during a talk
titled ‘A

Fresh Look at U.S. -Soviet Relaon Monday, April 2.

tions, ” held

are historians

troublesome
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ceni), 50 percent participation is considered

Rededication marks anchor anniversary

exceptional.
“One of the marks of outstanding
constituencysupport is the participation of

ij^or recent Hope College graduates,me
symbolic anchor that stands on the
lawn fronting Graves Hall is as established

alumni," Nordstromsaid. "There are just a
handful of quality, undergraduate institutions that have alumni support of 50 percent

a part of the

or more.”
In addition to 50 percent participation,
the college is hoping to receive $1.1 million
in alumni support this year.

College faculty members have
received the first "Sears-RocbuckFounda-

College.
The recipientsare Dr. Robert Ellsworth
Elder Jr. , professorof political science,and

1

Dr. Stephen I. Hemenway. professor of
English. The awards, made to more than
700 of the nation's leading private liberal
collegesand universities, recognize top
educators on each campus for their resourcearts

The rededicationwas

The awards were announced during the
college'shonors convocation on Thursday,
April 26 by Ron Visser, sales manager for
Sears-Roebuckand Company in Holland.

awarded an institutional grant of $1,500 that
will be used for faculty development

scholarshipprogram establishedby Hope
College and the University of Michigan

activesthat decided to find an

Groesbeck
that Nodop charged into his room

'65 of Spring Valley. N.Y.

said, 'Guys, this college doesn't

The students will

also have

be eligible.

summer

researchopportunitieswhile at Hope,
including two summers at the college and
one summer at the Universityof Michigan
— an especiallyrare opportunity for an
undergraduate student. The scholarship
recipients will also be able to conduct
research at the university during the

summer

following their graduation from Hope.

BIRTHDAY HONOR:

In celebration

of her95th birthday, retired French profes-

sor Marguerite Meyer "17 Prins was
honored with a birthdaycelebrationat

Church

in Holland.

Hope

Mich, on Saturday,

April 28 (she was born on April 30, 1895).

Professor Prins was a

member of

the

from
the flat car. Unfortunately,the anchor was
so heavy it lifted the truck’s front wheels
from the ground — a problem that was

service station and hoisted the anchor

As

the college’s symbol, the anchor is

tied to a statement made by the Rev.

Albertus C. Van Raalte, founder of both
Holland and Hope. In referring to the
Pioneer School , predecessorto the college
he said, "This

is

my Anchor of Hope

,

for

this people in the future.”

The

college’s name, seal and motto are
derived from Van Raalte’s observation.

Nodop and Richard J. Dickson '66 of
Weems, Va. began their search for an
anchor,finally locating one of the approp-

intalled.

faculty for 27 years, and taught under three

Hope presidents — Edward D. Dimnent
from 1922-23, and Wynand Wichers and
Irwin J. Lubbers from 1937-62. By the time
she retired she had served on every one of
the college’scommittee’s except the

“Ad-

ministrative”and had chaired several.
Friends may send their congratulations
to

consecutive year that a Hope chemistry
student has been a fellowship recipient.

FELLOWSHIP: Thomas

J.

fellowships for study in the field of chemistry.

He

will

use his award to attend graduate school

California Instituteof Technology in

Pasadena next fall, where he will pursue a
doctoratein inorganic chemistry.

Two other Hope College chemistry
majors. David W. Sandford '90 of Midland.
Mich, and Melissa Sarah Wolter ’90 of
Spring Lake. Mich., received honorable
mention recognition from NSF.

Since 1975, 14 Hope College students
have received one of these highly competiEleven of the 14
chemistry,and this is the seventh

tive national awards.

majored
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in

among

the authors

featuredin the book The Problem of Pure
Consciousness: Mysticism and Philosophy.
this

year by

Oxford

science faculty, participatedin the International Studies Association Conventionheld

variety of vantage points and subjects.

in

Washington,D.C.,

a different author, examine the topic from a

Michael E.

in April.

was the discussant for a panel on "The
United States in the 1990s: Decline or
Renewal?” Dr. Kim, an assistant professor

in the United States to receive one of the

professor of philosophy,is

The book was published

of

ation (NSF) Graduate Fellowship.
Prins was one of approximately50 graduates

before us, which hope we have as

University Press. Its chapters, each written by

science and chairperson of the department,

"90 of Holland, Mich, was awarded one

set

an anchor of the soul, both sure and
steadfast”(Hebrews 6:11, 18, 19).

Jack Holmes and Pilkyu Kim, both
members of the Hope College political

Prins

the nation’smost prestigioushonors in
scientific study, a National Science Found-

hope

FACULTY KUDOS:

Dr. Holmes, a professor of political

at

raids.

desire that every one of you lay hold of the

NSF

may

local

years by Calvin studentsduring late-night

With the anchor on campus, a Dutch
stonemasondesigned and built the base,
and nine months later the anchor was

it

1990-91 academic year.
Scholarshiprecipients attendingHope will

financial aid for which they

a

basketballseason, and has been repainted
maroon and gold several times through the

The anchor'sstone pedestal is adorned with
biblical verses that mirror his words: "We

didn't realize

her at: 5 E. Eighth St., Holland,Mich. 49423.

through the award, in addition to other

tow truck from

Usually painted white, the anchor is a
popular victim during the rivalry that arises
between Hope and Calvin College during

pledge class members, who draped themselves over the truck's hood as ballast.

I

underrepresented minority students, and
should be available beginning with the

receive $6,000 per year in tuition assistance

a

years on the Hope campus.

all

I

needed one."
Armed with their idea, Groesbeck,

medical degree at the Universityof Michi-

They borrowed

's 25

solved through a unique use of the chapter's

was stunned because

gan Medical School. Admission to the
university’s graduate researchprogram and

four at Hope, and

committeeof Alpha Phi

have an anchor,’" Groesbeck said. "And

subsequently pursue a researchdoctorateor

—

when they learned how much shipping
would cost. Even shipping the one-ton
anchor cost $1,000, which was secured
through President Calvin VanderWerf'37).
The anchor arrived as far as the city’s
rail yard on a flat car. Bringing it to campus
was the Nu Beta chapter'sresponsibility.

"He

will grant full assistanceto students who

Co.

also available, but

the group settled for the present anchor

one evening with a burst of inspiration.

Medical School.
The scholarships will provide financial
assistanceand research opportunities
during each recipient's years at Hope, and

was

chapter secretary Kathy J. Harger,a senior

recalled

a

(a three-tonmodel

Hope College President John H. Jacobson;

Nodop

from

four at the University of Michigan. The
scholarships will be open to traditionally-

riate older style at the Boston Metal

which the Nu Beta
part. Also participating were
of

anchor for the campus.
According to Groesbeck, the idea for
obtaining the anchor originatedwith John

medicine or

marked the anchor

Omega section 54,

Omega

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS:

eight-year duration

Nu
A rededicationceremony on April 21

of the three-man

enhancement.

per year, and each scholarship will be of

project of the

from St. Louis. Mich.; and Wayne Groesbeck '67 of Muskegon, Midy., a member

1

meet the school’s entry standards.
There will be one scholarship recipient

a

Beta chapter'spledge class, and included
Maggie Katz, representativeof Alpha Phi
chapter is a

Both Elder and Hemenway received
$ ,000 that can be used as they deem most
appropriate. The college,furthermore, was

guaranteed to scholarship recipientswho

.

the time of installation.

fulness and leadership.

medical school, furthermore, will be

reminder that

The nine-foot,1,790 pound Admiralty
Anchor, a gift of the Baldt Anchor, Chain
and Forge Division of Boston Metals
Company of Chester, Pa., was installed
during the spring of 965 The anchor was
presented to Hope by members of the
college’s Nu Beta chapter of the national
service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega, and
was reportedlymore than 100 years old at

TeachingExcellence and Campus
Leadership" awards presented to Hope

the basic medical sciences wil benefit

a

acquisition.

its

tion

in

however, served as

,

was 25 years ago that the anchor was
installed on the Hope campus, and that it
was the vision of students that set in motion
it

Two Hope

Minority studentsinterested

Vleck Hall or

as Van

A rededicationceremony on Saturday,
April 21

SEARS-ROEBUCK HONOR:

activities and teaching

campus

the Pine Grove.

of political science,presented “The

men Massacre and Treatment

Tianan-

of Aliens.”

G.L. Penrose, associateprofessor of
spend the fall semester of the
1990-91 academic year in the Soviet Union
at Kuban State University in Krasnodar, a

Silver, associate professor

of chemistry,has received the third install-

ment

from
(NSF) that

in a three-year,$116,612 grant

the National Science Foundation

is supporting research in catalyst design.

“We are trying to design a class of
moleculesknown as catalysts,"Dr. Silver
said. “One particular goal of ours is to
convert the very abundantcarbon dioxide
in

the atmosphere into something useful

—

history, will

and that could be fuel for that matter.”
Dr. Silver’s project is titled "Reactive
Bi-Metallic Early-Late- TransitionMetal

city on the easternshore of the Black Sea.

Complexes: Preparation, Structure,
Dynamics and Reactivityof Thermally

Dr. Penrose will be Exchange Professor
of American Studies under a program

Stable Early Transition Metal Allyl Halide

Lakes
Colleges Association ( GLCA) and the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest
(ACM). The program sends 30 American

Compounds.”

jointly administered by the Great

undergraduates to the

USSR

each fall for

study in Russian language and culture.

Anthony N. Perovich

Jr., associate

Caroline Simon, assistant professor of
philosophy, presented the paper “Supcrergation and the Limits of Morality” in California at the annual meeting of the Pacific

Division of the American Philosophical
Association.

^

THREE

EVENTS
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
Elderhostel — June 10-16
Sessions include:
* “Birds and Bird Watching" with Dr. Eldon D. Greij.

Edward A. and Elizabeth Hofma Adjunct Professorof

1990

Biology and editor of Birder'sWorld magazine;
* "A Matter of Life and Death: Medicine Ethics,”with
Dr. Allen D. Verhey, professorof religion;

Hope Summer
Repertory
Theatre

* “Whose Problem?RadioactiveWaste Isolation," with
Dr. Donald H. Williams, professorof chemistry.
Regional Events
Detroit. Mich. — Monday, June 28
Hope College Golf Outing — Wednesday,July

18

Holland (Mich.) Country Club. Shotgun starts at 9 a.m.
and 1 p.m.
For more informalion, contact the Office of PublicRelationsat (616) 394-7860.

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Semester (1990)
Aug. 24, Friday — Residence halls open

1990-91

THE MUSIC

opens June 22

STEEL MAGNOLIAS

Fall

New

at noon.

for

halls open for returning

students.

Aug. 28, Tuesday — Classes begin at 8 a.m. Formal
convocation in evening.

Monday —

Sept. 3,

Oct. 5, Friday

—

THE MERCHANT
OF VENICE
opens July 6

Labor Day, classes in session.

Fall Recess begins at 6 p.m.

Oct. 10, Wednesday — Fall Recess ends at 8 a.m.
Oct. 12-14, Friday-Sunday — Homecoming Weekend
Nov. 2-4, Friday-Sunday — Parents' Weekend
Nov. 22,Thursday

opens June 28

new students

studentorientation begins.

Aug. 27, Monday — Residence

— Thanksgiving Recess begins

at 8

LIGHT UP THE SKY
opens July 20

a.m.

Nov. 26, Monday — Thanksgiving Recess ends at 8 a.m.
Dec. 7, Friday — Last Day of classes
Dec. 10-14, Monday-Friday— Semester examinations
Dec. 14, Friday — Residencehalls close at 5 p.m.
Spring Semester (1991)
Jan. 6, Sunday -- Residencehalls open at noon
Jan. 7, Monday — Registrationfor new students
Jan. 8, Tuesday — Classes begin at 8 a.m.
May 4, Saturday — Alumni Day
May 5, Sunday — Baccalaureate and Commencement

I

DO!

June 17

-

I

DO!

opens July 27

A

LESSON FROM

ALOES
opens August 10

May Term (1991)
May 6 - May 24
June Term (1991)
May 28 - June 14

Summer Session

MAN

CURTAIN TIME

RM.

Monday through Saturday DeWitt Center

(1991)

July 26

616/394-7890

SPECIAL EVENTS
Summer Sports Camps
Boys Basketball School —

8:00

July 9-20

AUGUST SEMINARS

Girls Basketball Camps:
Sixth-Eighth grades — June 13-16
Ninth- 12th grades — June 18-22
Team Camp — June 18-21
Football Camp — July 29-Aug.
Swimming Camp — June 11-21; June 25-July
Diving Camp — July 9-13
J.V. Basketball Team Camp — July 9-12

Taught from July 30

VILLAGE SQUARE

Aug. 3
Six courses are available for one-hourundergraduate
credit, two-hoursundergraduate credit, one-hour
graduate credit or on an audit basis. The courses are

1

6

For more information,please call (616) 394-7690. Ask
for Joyce McPherson.
Double Reed Camp — July 15-21

-

taught by the classics,English, history and physical
education
departments.
The six course offeringsare “Germany Today." "Stress
Without Distress," "Women During the American Civil

Friday, June 22
Hobbyists, craftspersonsand artists:the auction

committeefor VillageSquare '90 is soliciting items to
be made availableat the June 22 auction. If you are
interested in making a donation, contact Mary Kempker
at

(616) 394-7860 or write “Village Square Auction: c/o

Mary Kempker; Office of Public Relations; Hope
College; Holland. Mich. 49423."

Held on the Hope campus, the Double Reed Camp is
led by ProfessorGail Wamaar, who instructs beginning,
intermediate and advanced double reed players. For

War," "The UncontrollableWithin:TwoGothic Novels."
“The New Testament World" and "Writing the Personal
Essay."

1990 Football Schedule

For more information,please call the Registrar

Saturday, Sept.

grades eight through 12.

at (616)

For more information, write ‘‘Double Reed Camp. P.O.
Box 374, Grand Haven, Mich. 49417."

NSOA

National Conference

—

July 15-20

The National School Orchestra Association conference
will review several topics of interest to orchestra
teachers.
For more information, please call Dr. Robert Ritsema
at (616) 394-7650.

FOUR

‘s

Office

394-7760.

8

Saturday, Sept. 15
Saturday, Sept. 22

ADMISSIONS

. .

fall

will be

of "90.

For further information about any AdmissionsOffice
event, please call (616) 394-7850 or write: Office of
Admissions, Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423.

.

*DePAUW. IND.,

....
. .

Saturday. Sept. 29 .

Explorientation’90 — July 15-21
A "mini-college” experience for students who
juniors and seniors in high school in the

SPORTS

.

.
at

1:30 p.m.
Ohio. 1:30 p.m.
DRAKE, IOWA, 1:30 p.m.
Aurora. 111.. 1:30 p.m. CDT
at Findlay.

Saturday. Oct. 6 ........... at Adrian. 2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 13 . OLIVET (Homecoming). 2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 20 ........
ALBION, 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 27
Saturday. Nov.
* Community

.........

at

Alma, 1:30 p.m.

3 .... **KALAMAZOO,I p.m.

Day

**Parents

Day
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Seniors join the ranks
of Hope College alumni
riihc

college presented bachelor's
degrees to 520 graduating seniors on
Sunday. May ft during its 125th Commence-

bered as one of the greatestheroes of
Judaism." Wilson said.
Concerningthe Buddha. Wilson said.

ment. which was held in the Holland
MunicipalStadium with more than 4.000
family members and friends attending.

"He stood against the flow of Hinduism,he
blew against the dominantreligion of India,

X

Parents from throughout the United
States and as far away as Japan and

spoke against the racism of caste; he spoke
against the blind authoritarianrole of

Singapore were present.
Boyd Wilson, associateprofessor of
religion at Hope and selected by the
graduating class to deliver the Commence-

ment address, titled his speech "Who

and spoke against the oppression of the
Brahmin priesthood." Wilson said. "He

religionin society."
Wilson also found a more universal

example

Am

in childhood.
"Surely you have heard the argument.

you do what God expects you’re going to take
your lumps, and sometimes you’re going to take
them undeservedly.”
— The Rev. Dr. Robert W. Bedingfield ’56
“If

I

to Blow Against the Wind?"

'But

everybodyelse

is

doing

it?'

How many

was
selected as the one from whom you wished
to hear the last word, the last lecture, in
your college career." Wilson told the

of you ever remember using that argu-

graduates as he began. "But then it occurred
to me. perhaps you misunderstoodthe

‘Well then surely you don't want to.Wilson said. "And I bought that."
"I bought it." Wilson said. " 'Yes. I want

"I

am humbled by

the thought that

I

question: ‘Who is the LAST person you
want to hear from? The LAST PERSON

want

to hear

from

is

ment?." Wilson asked.
"When I would propose that ‘Everybody
else is doing it." (my parents')retort was

I

Boyd Wilson!'

Wilson told the graduates that they were

to be an individual.I want to blow against

the wind.' "
"As you leave the shelter of

Hope

the right enemies, and

each qualified to blow against the wind, to
follow the strength of their convictions
despiteprevailingopinion. He listed Moses

College, the safe harbor where you have
had an anchor, you will be facing winds
a hurricaneof winds." Wilson said. "Stand

and the Buddha as dramatic examples of
such strength.

against those winds."

“When

hear the words 'Who am i to
blow against the wind?' 1 recall Moses, who
I

stood before God. as

God

asked him to

stand before Pharaoh and lead the children

of Israel out of Egypt." Wilson said. "And
Moses asked. 'Who am I. that I should
stand before Pharaoh?'
"But he did stand before Pharaoh, he did

blow against the wind, and he

is

remem-

—

God

expects the

same of you.”
Bedingfield acknowledgedthat suffering
patientlyfor doing right runs contrary to
the sense of fair play prevalentin America.

"We must have a self-criticalculture. We
must stand againstinjustice in our culture:

"We

political and social injustice. We must stand

there's a payoff for goodness: that honesty

against racism and sexism in our culture."

is

Wilson said.
"As we opened with the words of Moses,
saying 'Who am I....' let us close with the
words of Isaiah, saying. 'Here am 1.’
Wilson said. "Who am I to blow against
the wind? — Here am I to blow against the
wind. Here am I! Here am I! Here am I!"
The Rev. Dr. Robert W. Bedingfield ’56,
senior pastor of CentralReformedChurch in
Grand Rapids, delivered the sermon “Mostly
Make Believe” during the college's
Baccalaureate. Bedingfieldbased his discussion on 1 Peter 2:20, which reads, "For what
credit is it if

when you do wrong and

are

beaten for it you take it patiently? But if when
you do right and suffer for it, you take it
patiently, you have God's approval."

Speaking before a standing-roomonly
audience in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Bedingfield challenged the seniors to
commit themselves to a life of faith. He
cautioned, however, that while embracing
Christianityrequires commitment, the

as a society have based a whole

system

of values and myths around the premise that

the best policy: that white hats will win

in the end just before the credits

show on

the screen." Bedingfield said. "And so the
counsel of the writer of

I

Peter at this

Baccalaureate this morning is hardly
thrilling."
“If you do what God expects you're
going to take your lumps, and sometimes

you're going to take them undeservedly,”
Bedingfield said.
Bedingfield explained that while society's popular notions are comforting, such

comfort is transitory. He dubbed

that sort

of existence"let'spretend," and contrasted
it

to the Christian life of

" 'Let's pretend'

is

"make believe."

a finessed form of

sometimessimple, oft-timeawfully
sophisticated,which constructs a relative
world with us in the epicenter,being

denial,

informedand influenced by external
forces." Bedingfield said. "It's hyped with

most commercialson radio and TV."
" 'Make believe' is a sinewy, muscular
kind of thing. It believes best at its very

world may not — and should not — always
react favorably.
"After all of these years I am convinced

core that to be

that all of us should have the right enemies."

affiliations or

Bedingfield said. "For that's the confirma-

in

Christ is the only way that

makes sense." Bedingfield said.
"And that sense has very little to do with

finally

memberships;less

to do.

1

tion you must have that what you are about

think, with creeds and catechisms and
confessions; and even less to do than that

Ellen Tunis 90 hugs her father Elliot,
professor of mathematics,after he pre-

has God's approval."
"That was the issue that Christ always

with denominationsand dogmatics."
Bedingfield said. "It has everything to do

sented her diploma.

faced." Bedingfield said. “He always had

with
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commitment."^

She enrolled four years ago as

a

way

to

stay

busy following the death of her husband,
Chester Oonk '50, continuing a Hope
tradition that includednot only her
but also children Michael '70,

husband

Mary

'73

Veele and Jack ‘86.

And her Hope experience didn't end with

Commencement—

she also enrolled
1990 Vienna Summer School.

in

the

FIVE

-50-

Row

I :

Emily Bielefeld'41 Mouw, Alyda SchuitemanHoutman, Mildred Schuppert'31, Marie Verduin '34Walvoord, Donald Warner
Kardux '40 Roberts, Florence Hampton '40. Geraldine Van Eenwyk '38 Stoner,

'39, Ruth Vtckland Warner, Grace Toren '40, Lucille

Harley Stoner, Thelma Kooiker 39 Leenhouts , Jack Leenhouts 38 Row 2: Henry Mouw '40, Thomas Houtman Jr. '40. Mildred Klow
'33 Damson, Wilma Rottschaefer ’35VanWieren, Crystal Van Anropy '35. Lillian Mulder ’35 Dalman, Althea Raffenaud "40, David
'

'

'I/ggSl GisicUe.

Jennings, Olive Vaneenwyk '40 Jennings, Virginia VerStrate '40 Zoutendum, Bernice Freligh '40 Mackey, Grace Joldersma, Alfred
Joldersma '40, Anne Heyboer '30 Huizenga,Georgiana Fredricks '30 Dephouse Row 3: Norm Vander Hart '26. Edith McGilva
Ninety-eight members of the Class of 1940,
numbering 131 at graduation,were inducted
into the 50-Year Circle at a ceremony on
Saturday, May 5. The group encompasses

alumni who graduated more than a
half-centuryago.
all

Voider Hart, Loraine Pomp '39 Widman, June Pomp '38 Mack, Richard Elzinga '30, Laniilu Brink Elzinga. Gladys Dornbos 40
Bauman, Dorothy Strabbing'40 Schrotenboer, Connie Conover Clover. Randall W. Clover '40, Albert Van Dyke '40. Gertrude
Holstege, Martin Holstege '40, AlmaWeeldreyer '40Viswat, Herman Viswat,Roger Leestma '36 Row 4: Ruth Dalman '30Roos, Ed
Damson '34, Kelly VanWierenRow 5: Ruth Stegeman '40, Eleanor Smith '40, Ellen Heersma, Sidney Heersma '30. Arnold Dykhuizen
'31. Geneva Dogger "32 Dykhuizen, Marjorie Vyverberg 39 Rottschafer,Gerard Koster '40, Ruth Postma. Chester Postma '40, John
Luidens '40 Row 6: Ardene Boven '40 Anderson, Larry Anderson,Andy Nyboer "39, Cornelius Groenewoud '40. Lois Dykhuis '40
Groenewoud, Pauline Potter '35 Borr, Frank Moser '28, Marjorie Scholten '35 Klaasen, Barbara Lampen '38, Silas C. Wiersma
'27, DonaldW. Cordes '40. Ray Lokers '40, Elmer Hartgerink '39 Row 7: Lenore Vandermade '40 Bethka, Julia Van Dam '30 Finlay.
Florence Holleman, Paul Holleman '38, Gordon Groenewoud '38. Esther Hinkamp McCoy, Donald Poppen '40. Earl Purchase '40.
PatriciaVerhulst'38 Purchase. Marian Bocks Woodby '38, Wayne Woodby, Florence Tigelaar, Jac. Tigelaar '30, Alice E. Hinkamp.
James B. Hinkamp '40, Chuck Friede '40 Row 8: Martha Morgan '40Thomas.Cornelia Nettinga '27 Nee vet. Betty Goehner Boven
’36, Dorothy Parker '37 Luyendyk, IslaPruim '24VanEenenaam,John Jacobson, Bill Luyendyk. Everett T. Welmers '32. EarIVande
Poe! '35, Betty Terwilliger,Bill Terwilliger-'40.
'

Celebrating family
"T n certainrespects,the name given to
_l_AlumniWeekend is something of a
misnomer. Alumni F<n/m'/yWeekend might
be more apt.
And no part of the weekend better
symbolizedthat distinctionthan the
reunion luncheon held by the Class of
1950 on Saturday,May 5 The alumni and
their spouses (many of whom became part
.

of the “family” by marriage) were joined

by another branch of the Hope family:
their professors.

Twenty-three faculty, and their spouses,
from the class’ days at Hope attended the
luncheon. Among those attending was
Margaret Van Donselaar’22 Lubbers,

widow of Irwin J. Lubbers, president
of Hope College from 1945-63.
Their presence was perhaps especially
appropriate consideringthat the class itself

includes Elton Bruins ’50, Evert J. and

SIX

ties

Hattie E. Blekkink Professor of Relgion;
of education

Lament Dirkse ‘50, professor

and chairperson of the department: and
Daniel Paul ’50, professorof education.
Reunion committeechairperson Evelyn
Van Dam '50 Smallegan of Zeeland.
Mich, was pleased with the event. She
also noted that the class, part of the
post-war boom, seemed to have made an
impression on the faculty.

“The teachers said they remembered
our class because the registration lines
were so long and they didn’t have classes
many," she said.
Each of the 10 classes celebrated its
"family" reunion in its own way (some
showed slides — a family staple — and

set up for so

all talked) and each class'

celebrated in their

own

members

way. But they

all

celebratedthe bond they shared, their ties
to Hope College.

Alumni weekend provides many planned activities, but perhaps best of
opportunity to visit the campus with old friends.

all presents the
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CLASS FACTS
-<21gaa /930Number of graduates: 142
News on campus: Edward D. Dimnent

is

president. The Glee Club is met by President

Herbert Hoover in Washington.D.C.
during its 3.800-mile spring tour. According
to an anchor poll, the majority of Hope
studentsfavor Prohibition. The Cosmos and
Emersoniansboth acquire new houses.
Curtis W. Snow becomes organist in the

Chapel and teacher of organ.
News off campus: Herbert Hoover is
President of the United States. The stock
market crash starts the first phase of the
Great Depression. Britain, the U.S.. Japan.
France and Italy sign a nasal disarmament
treaty. Philadelphia takes the 1929

Series against Chicago.

AU Quid

World

on the

Western Front wins the Oscar for Best
Norma Shearer wins a Best Actress

Picture.

Oscar for The Divorceeand George Arliss
wins an Oscar as Best Actor forhisrole in
Disraeli.

Row

1 : Florence Rynbrandt Tigelaar Joan VanderWetf Brieve, MargaretVan Vyven, Verna Brower Vredevoe, Ruth Dalman Roos, Jeane Walvoord, Anne Heyboer Huizenga, Georgiana
Fredricks Dephottse, Harriet Baron Zuidema Row 2: Jac. H. Tigelaar,Julia Van Dam Finlay, Vernon D. TenCate, Lois DeWolfe TenCate, Richard Elzinga, Ellen Heersma, Sidney
Heerstna, Ear! Zuidema

CLASS FACTS
-CZlciAd. 7935Number

of graduates: 125
News on campus: Wynand Wichers

is

president.Irwin J. Lubbers, presidentof
Central College in Pella. Iowa, visits the

campus and speaks on "Good English."The
football team ties for the MIAA championship. and three players make the All-MIAA
team. The local chapter of the Blue Key
Fraternity opens a second-hand bookstore.

According to an anchor survey. 81 percent
of Hope students polled said they would bear
arms

if

News

the United Stales was invaded.

campus: Franklin Delano
Roosevelt is president. The Saar is incorporated into Germany after a plebiscite; the
off

Nazis repudiate the Versailles Treaty and
introducecompulsorymilitary service. The
first

quintupletsto survive beyond infancy

are born in Canada. St. Louis takes the

1934

World Series againstDetroit. Mutiny on the
Bounty receives an Oscar as Best Picture.

Row I : Rio StrykerBrouwer. MargaretVanZanten. LaMila Jean Brink Elzinga. Doris VanLente Neckers, Carlyle Neckers, Crystal VanAnrooyRow 2: Mark N. Brouwer, Arnold Van
Zanten. Camilla Warren DeBoer. Pauline Potter Borr. Marjorie Scholten Klaasen. Lillian Mulder Dalman
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SEVEN

CLASS FACTS
-Cla^4. *940Number

of graduates: 131
News on campus: Wynand Wichers is

president.Campus sentiment against
involvement in the European war inns
strong, according to the anchor. The men's
basketballteam wins the MI A A championnew studentcommons opens in the

ship. A

education building. A campaign begins to
raise funds for a new science building.

Arrangementsare made for an ornamental
arch to be placed over the two columns
(given by the class of 1915) at the college’s
College Avenue entrance.

News off campus: Franklin Delano
Roosevelt is president. World War II begins
with the German invasion of Poland in
September, 1939. The Germans invade the
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and
France in May, 1940. Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania are annexed by the USSR.
Trotsky is assassinatedin Mexico.. New
York takes the 1939 World Series against
Cincinnati

.

Rebecca earns an Oscar as Be5t

Picture.

Row

1: Ardene Boven Anderson, Lucille Kardux Roberts, Eleanor Smith, Gladys Dornbos Bauman, Florence Hampton, Ruth Stegeman, Lenore Vandermade Bethka, Grace Toren,
Lorraine De Kraker, Don De Kraker, Clarissa Lokers, Raymond Lokers Row 2: Larry Anderson, Lorman Bauman, Virginia Ver Strate Zoutendam, Cynthia Schipper Knickel, Martha

Morgan Thomas, Alyda Schuiteman Houtman , Betty Tenvilliger Row 3: Dorothy Strabbing Schrotenboer, Alfred Joldersma , Bernice Freligh Mackey, Carl Van Hartesveldt,Marcelli
Besse Luidens, Thomas Houtman Jr. , Emily Bielefeld Mouw, Bill Tenvilliger Row 4: Olive VanEenwyk Jennings, Grace Joldersma, Jim Hinkamp, Cleo Olin Van Hartesveldt,John
Luidens Alice Moolenaar '49 Van Dyke, Henry Mouw, Althea Raffenaud Row 5: David Jennings, Betty Morell Powers, Lucille Groenewoud, Cornelius Groenewoud, Lois Dykhuis
Groenewoud, Albert VanDyke, Elenor Poppen, Donald Poppen Row 6: Robert Powers, Alma Weeldreyer Viswat, Connie Conover Clover, Alice Edwards Hinkamp. Patricia Verhulst
Purchase, Gordon Groenewoud, Chester Postm'a,Ruth Postma, Martin Holstege, Gertrude Holstege Row 7: Herman Viswat, Randy Clover, AllisonVandenBerg,Chuck Friede, Earl
Purchase,Richard Aardsma, Gerard Foster, Donald Cordes, Harriet Davies Cordes
,

CLASS FACTS
-CIgaa, *945Number of graduates: 121
News on campus: Wynand Wichers is in
his last year as president.The

anchor is
heavy with news of Hope war dead and
Hopeites

in

the service. A bond drive raises

$1,165 to purchase for the militarya jeep,
which is adorned with a plate reading
“Purchased by students of Hope College.”
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale speaks on

campus. Copies of the Milestone may be
ordered for $2.

News off campus: President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt dies on April 12, 1945,
and

is

succeeded by Harry

S

.

Truman

.

The

Germans threaten Allied armies with their
Western counteroffensive in December
during “The Battle of the Bulge.” World
War II ends in Europe with V-E Day (May
7) — Japan surrenderson Aug. \4. The Lost
Weekend wins an Oscar as Best Picture.

Row

1 :

Lorraine Bull Brewer, Vera Pennings Colenbrander, Nancy Randall VandenBerg,Myra Kleis Berry, Rosey Seith Moot man

,

Bonnie Stuart Van Dyke Row 2: Gordon Brewer,

Elaine Scholten Stephan, Merle VandenBerg,Roy Berry, Don Maatman, Harold Van Dyke Row 3: Paul Stephan, Mayneen Jellema Dykstra, Sarah Jack Yeater, Verne Bawinkel,
ConstanceScholten BawinkelRow 4: Robert Van Dis, Marian Smallegan,Harold Yeater, Janet Bogart Wolbrink Row 5: Russ DeVette
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CLASS FACTS
-CIgAsL

/

950-

Number of graduates:417
News on campus: Irwin J. Lubbers is
president.Construction progresses on
Winifred H. Durfee Hall, a dormitory for

women designed by architectRalph R.
Calder. Both footballand men's basketball
take second place in the MIAA race. With
other area teams also nicknamed the
"Dutch.”a committee works to identifya
new nickname — likely candidates are “The
Free Booters" and "The Fighting Dutch”
{Editor'snote: The matter was put to a

campus-wide vote, and the resultswere
inconclusive that year. The verdict of
history, however, is clear).

News

off

president

.

campus: Harry S. Truman is
The Communist People'sRepub-

lic of China is formally proclaimed by
Chairman Mao Zedong. North Korean

forces invade South Korea in June of

1

950.

West Germany is established.William
Faulkner receives the Nobel Prize for
literature. All About Eve earns an Oscar as
Best Picture.

Row 1 : Myron Hermance, Alicia VanZoerenHermance, Cynthia Fikse Romano, Marylouise Kooyers Adams , Duane G. Boot .’49, Phyllis Sherman Booi, Max Frego, Burrell Pennings,
Norine Swanson Pennings, Robert A. DeYoung, Irene Boer DeYoung, Ann Walters Fredrickson, Phil Fredrickson, Shirley Hill, Joyce Baker Brieve, Gertrude Kieft, Henry Ki eft Row

>

2: Bob VanEenenaam, Hazel Timmer, Harris Timmer, Arthur Bosch, Dorothy Kranendonk Bosch, Louis Kraay, Margaret SchoonveldKraay, Elton Bruins, Elaine Bruins, Daniel
Paul, Joan Ten Hoeve Paul, Lois Timmer Appledorn,Jan Vander Borgh VerHelst, Doris Koskamp DeVette, Russ DeVette Row 3: Trudy KloostennanSmith, Gordon Smith, Bob
Becksfort,Gene Marcus, Betty DavidsonMarcus, Lamont Dirkse, Ruth DeGraaf Dirkse, Jerry Gnade, RuthAnn Gnade, Jayne Baker Visser, Henry Visser, Esther VanDyke Wickert,
JackWickert, JoyceVmkemulder MonkRow 4: Robert A. Schuiteman, Laverne Sikkema, Lorraine VanFarowe Sikkema, Paul Schmidt, Evelyn Jannenga Schmidt, MargaretWolffetisperger
Kleis, Gloria Welch, Dick Welch Row 5: Marilyn Lenters Moes, Harvey W. Moes, John H. Sharpe, Elaine Beltman Ter Beest, Barbara Van Arendonk, Gerald Van Arendonk, Ruth
Dykstra, Leon Dykstra, Donna Hakken ’56, Dan Hakken, Bill Sivyer Row 6: ShirleyDeBoer Sharpe, DavidTerBeest, John Smallegan, Evelyn Van
Etnrick, Warren DeWitt

Dam

Smallegan, Marge

Aardema

CLASS FACTS
-GIgAA,

/

955-

Number of graduates: 198
News on campus: Irwin J. Lubbers is
president.Construction begins on a new
men's dorm at 12th Street across from the
athletic field (Kollen Hall). Secretary of
Interior Douglas McKay speaks on campus.
Carnegie Gymnasium is, renovated, with

predictionsthat it will meet the college's
needs for another 50 years. The Chapel
Choir, under the directionof Robert
Cavanaugh, tours the West Coast.

News off campus: Dwight David
Eisenhower is president.Dr. Jonas Salk
innoculateschildrenagainst polio. Winston
Churchill resigns as prime minister of
England.Ernest Hemingway receives the
Nobel Prize for literature.The Oscar for
Best Picture goes to Marty.

Row

I:

Tom Keizer, Erma VanDyke Keizer,Alan Dykema, MaryJane Adams Dykema, Anne Damstra

Civilette,

Tom

Civilette,

Joan Morgan, Herb Morgan, Jan Hansen VanderToll,

Joan Kilian Heydorn,Lucille VanHeest Schroeder Row 2: Joyce Stempfly,Louis Stempfly,Marilyn Fischer Johnson, Linda Miner Hoffman,Donald Hoffman ’52, LoisTornga Veldman
56. Jerald Veldman, Eugene Ouderkirk, Don VanderToll, Bill Heydorn, Carl J. SchroederRow 3: Don Bussies, Jocelyn Fryling Bussies, Louis Benes, JoAnn Bast Benes, Sharon
van Putten,Jim van Patten. Elaine Vruggink Spieldenner,Richard Spieldenner Row 4: Bob DeYoung, Marcia Smith DeYoung,Joyce VanderborghRink. Marilyn Werner Jesse, Ethel
Groeneveld Earle, Don Damstra,Erma Nykamp,
Bob Nykamp, Bob Riekse

Ellen Riekse Row 5:
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Don Janstna

'54,

Alice KlepperJansma, Irene Wesch York. Frannie Frye Nostrand, Ernie Brummeler Richardson,
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CLASS FACTS
-CiaAA, ?960-

>

N
N

Number of graduates:315
News on campus: Construction continues
on a women’s dorm (Phelps Hall) at 10th
Street and Columbia Avenue (the building

*

is

ir

will have a gold color scheme, with shades

tv

of blue and white, and charcoal tiles).A
local chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, the
national service organization,forms. Men’s

H
C

Stirrings for a

S

MIAA

V

championship.
student union appear on

basketballwins the

a

campus.
News off campus: Dwight D. Eisenhower
is president.Francis Gary Powers’ U2
spyplane is shot down over Russia. Nazi
murderer Adolf Eichmann is captured by

l

the Israelis in Argentina. Los Angeles takes

P

the '59 World Series against Chicago. The
Academy Award for Best Picture goes to
The Apartment.Elizabeth Taylor earns a

si

Best Actress Oscar for her role in Butterfield

d

M
P

Ji

o
a

a

i

8, and Burt Lancaster earns a Best

Actor

0

Oscar for his role in Elmer Gantry.

P

1

(

l

l

Don Paarlberg, Sue Edwards Paarlberg, David H. Van Dyke, Janet Koopman Van Dyke, Carol Nieuwsma Garvelink. Roger Garvelink, Judy Van Dyke VanEs, Peter Huizenga,
Carol Rylance MacGregor, Karen Nyhuis Olson, "Swede" Olson, Mary VanKoeveringStryker Row 2: Judy Larson Essenberg, Bobbie Dykema Bolt, Nancy Werkman, Duane
Workman, Bruce Brink, Anne Wiegerink Anderson, Loretta Plassche Biller, Rowland Dean VanEs, Del Machiele, Diane SluyterWells, Edna Wagner Kelly, Richard Kelly. John Stryker
Row 3: Vern Essenberg, Gordon Bolt, Donna Staal Coulson,Greta Weeks Shearer, Mel Ver Steeg, Mary Lammers Kempker, Joan SchroederWenke, Dorene Tornga Goad Row 4:
Larry D. Dykstra, Jane Tomlinson Chandler, Jim Vande Poel, Gary Bylsma, Jane Anker, Janet Tillman Johnson, Evalyn Carter Row 5: Mary Fryling White, Ron Chandler. Lynalice
Nelson VanderMolen Row 6: David White, Chuck Coulson,Kenneth Brink, Don Kranendonk, Donna Lammers Kranendonk, Jerry Hendrickson,Karen Hendrickson,Barbara
VanDongen, Gene VanDongen, Myra Giemsoe Karachy, Lois GriffesKortering, Vern Kortering

Row

1 :

j

J

l

l

CLASS FACTS
-ClciAd, 7965Number of graduates:385
News on campus: Calvin A. VanderWerf
is president.A strong student drive for a
student cultural social center includes

fundraising.Students march in support of
a strong national voting rights bill. Men’s
basketballcaptures the MIAA championship by defeatingCalvin in double overtime

— the final score, earned with two freethrows with no time left, is 104-102'. The
symbolic anchor is installed on the Graves
Hall lawn.

News

off

campus: Lyndon B. Johnson is
King

president. The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther

and other demonstrators are arrestedin
Selma, Ala. (King receivesthe Nobel Peace
Prize) . Malcolm X . is shot to death in New
York City. The $500,000 Windmill Island

Holland is dedicated. The Lettermen
perform in Holland. The Sound of Music
earns an Oscar as Best Picture.
in

.

I

/

/

i.

TEN

Row

1: Jack Meyer, Margie Otto Meyer, Ellen Hollinger Wombwell, Keith Schroeder, Beverly Allred Schroeder, Daryl A. Vetter, Glenda Wieman Vetter, Linda Borgman Beaver,
Chris Beaver, Marti Lootens.Sligh, Carla Reidsma Masselink, Bruce Masselink Row 2: Susan Spring Meggs, William Meggs, Ruth Lam TerBeek, Trudy VanDyk Waldron, Sandra

Cady Mulder, Sandy Parker, Kelwin Bakker, Karen Dyke Busman, Dick Busman, Joyce Buckhout Bolhuis Row 3: Ellen Hook Pietz, Julia Alexander, Row Mulder, Sally Steketee
Tapley, Susan Shauger, Marion Hoekstra, Kathie Owen Nicastro, Jean Mast, Phyllis Dean Groenewoud, Carol Klooster Nuismer Row 4: Bruce Neckers, Susie Sonneveldt Neckers,
Julie Postmus Berens, Doug Berens, Carl Niekanip Row 5: Robert Folkerts, Fran Welcher Folkerts, Neal Alldritt, Martha Alldritt, Veronica Niekamp, Debra Yonker Hecht, Bob
Hecht, John VerSteeg, Tim Miner, MaryEllen Bridget-Miner, Nancy Chambers, Richard Bennink, Jack Pruiksma
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CLASS FACTS
-Glad* / 970Number of graduates: 391
News on campus: Calvin A. VanderWcrf

,

is

prcsideni. Wall telephones are installed

each dorm room. Voorhees temporarily
houses faculty offices. The new' Brumler
in

House apartments for women arc dedicated.
Contractsfor constructionof the DeWitt
Student Cultural and Social Center and the
Wichers additionto Nykcrk Hall are
awarded.Hope studentsstrike to protest the
U.S. invasionof Cambodia.

campus: Richard M. Nixon is
Edwin E. Aldrin
Jr. and Michael Collins take man’s first walk
on the moon. Senator Edward M. Kennedy
News

off

president. Neil Armstrong,

pleads guilty to leavingthe scene of a fatal

Chappaquidick,Mass. Four
Ohio
are slain by National Guardsmen during a

accident at

students at Kent State University in

demonstrationprotesting the U.S. invasion
Cambodia. Patton wins an Oscar as Best

of

Picture.

„

^0W

I:

Grant, Jan

Gle'c""(""' Dili beck,

Hmztnga Leenhottts Carole

^^RoMnUach
VeenstraRowJ. J,

11

f

Gwytme Bailey

ZT'

Mouw

Vanderwall, Harold R. Hilliard Sr., Al Spitters, Cecile Gaillard Spitters, Dan Vogel, Shellie Jewell DeGraff, Man- Elder,
DeVos, Carol Pearce McGeehan,Beck)- Anderson McNiven, Sandy McNiven 71 Row 2: Carol Wilterdink Dirkse Kathryn Kleyn

Kelly
MwWe/; Ruby Beatson, Garrett DeGraff 71, Bob Kieft, Karen Verdi, in Beckering, Jim Beckering, Kathy DeWitt
Leach Kelly, WtlltamD.Strampel, Jan PrutksmaBaker, Dorothy Warner Lot, erman, ChristinePeacock Powers, Alice E. Stephens. Barbara Skidmore Mezeske

Rowl: Bobbi Aardema Morgan, Kathy Karle Lievense, Harvey Burkhour, Jeanie Postmus AveriU, Bruce Averill, Annetta Miller, Jane Goeman,

Jill

'

Morrone Lewis, Marilyn Spreng

Prelgauskas.Shari Boven Carter, Beth Zack Riesen, Denise Sullivan Aho, John Aho, Deborah McLeod Nykyforchyn. Bill Nykyforchyn, Susan Hermance Fedak, Pam Fisher Bell,
fury Fenton Row 2: Cindy Burkhour, Ed Leonard, Nancy Hogroian Leonard, Deborah Firmbach Lawrence,Randy Lawrence , Loretta Krieger-Baxter,David Krieger,Pam Gates
Jinn, Greg Zinn. Claire Campbell Boersma, Bill Boersma Row 3: Jean Boven Norden, Susan Kerle Callam, Gordon Callam, Ken Schmidt, Ken Kooistra, Linda Guth Trout.
Marcia-Anne Beard, Janet Brevick Naymick, Arlene Dekker Akker, Linda Hawkins Plunkett, Jim Plunkett Row 4: Janice Bares White, Roger White, Cindy Arnold Pocock, Sue
hnBranteghem Ansel, Janet Koop Brondyke, Bob Luidens, Mary Koepfie Luidens, Mary-Lee Wilkinson Ingersoll,David Ingersoll,Ken Hoesch, Dan Wiersma

CLASS

FACTS

-ClaAd. f975-

Number

of graduates:414
News on campus: Gordon J. Van W) len is
president.Lubbers Hall is renovated at a
cost of $400,000to house the departments

of the core requirements emphasizes

of history, English, political science,
economics,business administration,

president,following the resignationof

mligion. communication,and the audiovisual center. A newly-completedstudy

COLLGE,

June 1990

flexibility.Work begins on a

museum

in

basement of Voorhees.
News off campus: Gerald R. Ford

is.

the

Richard M. Nixon on Aug. 8, 1974. John
N. Mitchell. H.R. Haldcman. John D.
Ehrlichmanand Robert C. Mardian are

found guilty of the Watergate cover-up. The
American merchant ship ''Mayagucz."
seized by Cambodian forces, is rescued by
the U.S. Marines. One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest earns an Oscar as Best
Picture. The film also earns a Best Actor

award for Jack Nicholson, and a Best
Actress award for Louise Fletcher.
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So close yet so far
Hope second

MIAA

in

Xn

one of the closestfinishesin recent
Xyears, Hope College ended second in the
Michigan Intercollegiate AthleticAssociation

(MIAA) All-Sportsstandings this past

MIAA

All-Sportsaward

is

89 each, Adrian 63 and Olivet 35.

MIAA member
on

each college’sfinishesin eight of nine
sports for men and six of nine sports for
women. Hope sponsors all 18 MIAA sports,
football.
the All-Sportsaward was based on all

18 finishesby each school, then Hope
would have been this year's champion,
edging Calvin by the same three point

margin, 167 to 164.
Hope, which won the honor nine years
in-a-row from 1979-88, has won more
1

6)

than any other school

who

received All-MIAA

honors for a fourth consecutive year, was
voted the league's most valuable player. She
set a

Hope record for career

singles victories

(70-18).

Land was voted to the All-MIAA first
team for a second year in-a-row,while
freshmanAnn Schanhalsof Muskegon,
Mich, earned second team honors.
Zurchauerand Land qualifiedas a
doubles team for the NCAA Division III
national tournament, but were defeated in

while Calvin fields 17 teams, lacking only

(

ing non-league schedule in history. They

emerged with an overall 11-9 record.
Kalamazoo College won the seasonending league tournament to force Hope to
share the MIAA championship.
Zurchauer,

participates in all 18 of the league's sports,

All-Sportsawards

25

Coach Kathy Van Tubbergen's Flying
Dutch were faced with their most challeng-

Calvin finished with 144 All-Sports
points while Hope totaled141 , followed by
Kalamazoo with 115. Albion and Alma with

If

to

in-a-row.

presented to the

the final All-Sportsstandings are based

Excel in Women’s Tennis
Led by all-leaguers Dani Zurchauer. a

long MIAA dual meet winning streak

The

college with the best cumulative performance in the 18 sports for men and women.

Because not every

All-Region second team.
Flying Dutch Again

Flying Dutch extendedtheir four-season-

finished runner-up to Calvin, but by only a
three All-Sports points.

Race

senior from Okemos, Mich., and Kathy
Land, ajunior from Grandville,Mich., the

school year.
For the second year-in-a-row.Hope

margin of

All-Sports

the first round. Playing at nationals for a
fourth consecutive year, Zurchauer also lost
.

League championshipsin baseball and
women's tennis,and NCAA qualifying
performancesby several athletes, high-

in the first round- of singles play.

Strong Finish Highlights
Men’s Tennis Campaign
The Flying Dutchmen finished a strong

MIAA

Eaton’s team posted a 3-2 dual meet record.

Freshman Marcia VanderSall

MIAA

of

Orange

Stawski of Grand Rapids. Mich, earned

City, Iowa set a new

second team honors.
Records Fall in
Men’s Track Season
Five Hope College men's track records
were broken as the Flying Dutchmen

5,000 meter run (17:47:04).She was one
of three Hope tracksters to win an event at

finishedin a tie for third place in the MIAA
standings and qualified three trackstersfor
the

NCAA

Division III national champion-

ships. Under second-year coach

Mark

the

MIAA

record in the

Field Day. Senior Julie Darling

of Sodus, N.Y.

won

the 800-meter run

(2:20.7). while junior Robin Schout of
Zeeland.Mich, was the champion in the
triple jump (31 feet,

2

1/2 inches).

VanderSall. who was also All-MIAA in
cross country, was Hope's only all-leaguer

second

Kalamazoo, marking its fourth straight
title.Second-yearcoach Ray Allen guided
the Flying Dutchmen baseball team to its
first MIAA championshipsince 1986.

posted an overall 5-8 dual match record.

2-4 dual meet record.
School record performancesqualified

Kalamazoo College won its 52nd consecutiveMIAAchampionship. while Hope

freshman Mark Bonnell of Stowe. Ohio and
junior Karl Koelling of Lansing, Mich, for

coach Karla Wolters’ softball team was able

nationals in the pole vault and javelin

to

Baseball Team Ties Mark
for Wins in a Season
The Flying Dutchmen coasted to the

tourna-

first

lighted the spring sports season.
The Flying Dutch women's tennis team
earned co-champion status with

in

the season-ending

O'Keefe was voted to the All-MIAA

team, while VandePoel and senior Eric

ment with playersin six of the nine championship finals. Coach Bill Japinga'ssquad

tied

Calvin for second place honors.

Hope

Northuis, the

Dutchmen posted

an overall

has finished in second place five of the last

respectively.Bonnell established a school

eight years.
The first doubles team of Kevin O’Keefe

record by vaulting 15 feet, 3 inches and
then finished 10th at nationals by clearing
14-9, Koelling'sschool-record throw in the

MIAA championship,posting an 11-1
record which was three victoriesahead of

and Dirk VandePoel,both seniors from

their nearest challenger. The team’s overall

Division III tournament, but lost in the

18-13 record tied the school record for wi ns

round in three sets.

Holland. Mich., qualified for the

NCAA
first

in a season with the 1985 team.

javelin was 193 feet. II inches. He also
went on to finish 10th at nationals with a
throw of 189-0.
Sophomore Matt Buys of Grand Junction,

in

women's

track.

Late Winning Surge

Saves Softball Season
Winning six of their last eight games,
move to the middle of the final MIAA
standings.The Flying Dutch posted an
overall 10-20 record and were 8-8 against

MIAA

opponents.
Sophomore second baseman Johanna
Pscodna of Lansing, Mich, was voted to
the All-Region second team. Voted to the
All-MIAA first team was sophomore
centerfielderSherrie Scholten of Jenison.

Division III tournament,but
finished one position below the six-team

marks in the shotput(49 feet, II inches) and
discus (160 feet. 3 inches). The shotput

Mich., while Hope players receiving
second team recognition included third
baseman Jodi Joostbems of Hamilton,

Mideast Regional

record was especially meaningful because his

Mich.

grandfather. Ekdal J. Buys Sr. '37, held the

Renner of South Haven. Mich.
Honors Continue for NCAA
Champion Flying Dutch
Honors continue to be afforded the
women's basketball team for winning the

Hope was

in

Colo, set two records, surpassingthe all-time

the running for a bid to the

NCAA

field.

For the first time, Hope had two .400

finished at .404.
Breithaupt and teammate Brent

Hope shotput record for many years.
Freshman Phil Cratty of Delcware, Ohio
set a school record in the 400-meter dash
(:48.49). He joined teammates Craig
Flowerday. a sophomore from Holland,

Kempema, a sophomore from Grandville,

Mich.

hitters in a season. Junior outfielderDan

Jacobs of Zeeland, Mich, batted .408 while
junior Vic Breithaupt of Traverse City

Mich., tied

for first place in the

to the

MIAA

All-MIAA first team.

Rivers, Mich. Jacobs was also voted to the

TWELVE

a

senior from Norwell.

for the second year in-a-rowwhile Koelling

Breithaupt,an outfielder/pitcher, was voted
the league’s most valuable player.He was
joined on the All-MIAA team by senior first

baseman Steve Dieterle of Wyoming,
Mich., second baseman Kempema and
sophomore third baseman Scott Beckwith
of Battle Creek, Mich. Named to the
All-MIAA second team were Jacobs, senior
outfielderCraig Boeve of Holland. Mich,
and junior pitcher Seth Parker of Three

Mark Travis,

Mass, and Jeff Brown, a junior from
Muskegon, Mich., in setting a school
record in the 400-meter relay (:42.6).
Buys won the MIAA shotput championship

batting race at .500.
Four Hope players, led by Breithaupt,

were voted

.

was the league champion
also

won

in the

javelin. Hope

the 400-meter relay title.

Voted to the All-MIAA team were Buys,
Cratty. Koelling and junior hurdler J.R.

Dani Zurchauer, a 1990 graduate from
Okemos, Mich., was voted the MIAA's most
valuable player in women's tennis.

Schoon of Fremont. Mich.
Flying Dutch Third
in Women’s Track
The Flying Dutch finished third in the
MIAA women's track standings for the
second straight year. Overall, coach

Donna

.

NCAA

Pscodna and senior leftfielderSusie

Division III national championship.

Coach Sue Wise and
honorary grand marshals

the team were the
at

the annual Tulip

Time parade of bands on Saturday,May 19.
Signs applauding the team's championship
effort now grace highways entering Holland. The victory was entered into the
CongressionalRecord by Congressman
Guy VanderJagt'53.
A video highlighting the dramatic
national championship performance of the
Flying Dutch has been produced by the
Office of Public Relations.Copies may be
purchased for $ 2 each . A memory book ot
1

the championship match has also been
published, and may be ordered through the
Office of Public Relations for $3 each.
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Gentile makes research
a teaching tool
by Christine

Tim

J

Modey

encounters with studentswithin the mentorstudent relationship.

'90

Gcniile is firm about commiiments.
as dean of the natural sciences, an

And

active researcher, studentmentor, consultant

and editor. Dr. Gentile has a great many

commitments to be firm about.
His most important and noticeable
commitment is the one he has made to his
students, a commitment he shares with the
other members of the Hope faculty in the
naturalsciences. Since coming to Hope in
1976, Dr. Gentile has worked with more
than 80 students in his research in genetic
toxicology.In his opinion, providing the
opportunity for students to participatein

"You can't help but grow fond of those
people." he said. "They may not grow fond
of you. but you grow fond of them, and
develop a relationshipwith them. They
learn all my foibles. They learn when to
duck me.They learn when I'm crabby. But
I learn about them, also."
“I

think they learn

maybe

how I do science. And
maybe that’s bad,

that’s good and

but they learn about it," Dr. Gentile said.
that's a form of mentoringand that’s

"And
a
a

form of teaching.Asa matter of fact, it’s
very active form of teaching that a lot of

faculty around here are involved with that
will never show up on faculty statistics.”

undergraduate research is essentialfor a
liberal arts college which wants to teach
science well.

As dean of the naturalsciences. Dr.
Gentile has a unique position from which
to view the research that goes on at Hope
College.

"Science is a hands-on discipline,"Dr.
Gentile said. "I guess the easiest analogy I
could make is that learning science without

with research,"Dr. Gentile said. “I think
that number one credit has to go to the

"I’m really proud of what we do

hands-on experience would be like learning
how to paint by having someone lecture to
you on the art of paintingbut never picking

that.

up a paintbrush and having tried

division.”

it."

Undergraduateresearch may also show
some students that they are simply not cut
out to be professionalbiologists or chemists

And researchis
important to the quality of instruction
within the science curriculum as well. “You
or geologistsor physicists.

don’t want your undergraduate college to
be a ‘vicarious outpost for the reportingof
science,’" Dr. Gentile said. "The last thing
in the world students want are professors
who do nothing more than go to the shelves
and look up books and say ‘Look at what

we have a unique group of faculty
members here in the natural science
"And they are hungry

"What we want our

faculty,

who

are

keep studentsdynamic with them
the forefront of science. Then that feeds

is, to
at

do

is

to

do their profes-

.

sional activity. And that's what’s different
from a lot of four-yearliberal arts colleges,
where people do not feel ownership of their
professionalidentity any more." he said.

“Theotherunique thing about our faculty
here is that they do not shortchange teaching
at all

tosatisify that hunger for professional

have developed ways of integrating professional activity and teaching in a very
cohesive and logical manner."
Dr. Gentile's descriptionof the faculty at
to fit

him

perfectly.

Although

serving as dean of the natural scienceshas
taken him out of the classroom for the
duration of his three-yeartenure in the
position,he maintains an active research

back. Not every student is doing research,
but the three or four students who may be

memberships in many branches of
the scientific community at large which

doing research give an enthusiasm to the
professor,who carries it back to her
classroom," Dr. Gentile said.

have an impact on his teaching and mentorship of students.

The importance of researchis something
that Dr. Gentile believesis “integratedinto
the life history of the professors.”It’s not

including political, regulatory and ethical
problems, have interestedDr. Gentile
during his career, and he visited New

hard to see that working closely with a
professor for several years integrates

the problems of toxic and radioactivewaste

research into the lives of students as well.
Dr. Gentile notes that while his students
may

start

out as his "non-equal colleagues"

mentor-studentrelationship, their skills
tend to develop so much over the course of
in a

their research that by the end of their

lab and

International issues in genetictoxicology,

Zealand and Australia

dumps in

last fall

to lecture

on

developing countries.

According to Dr. Gcniile,the politics and
ethics of science arc especiallyimportant
in the field of genetic toxicology where
issues frequentlyarise to test a scientist's

For Dr. Gentile, his research with
undergraduates at Hope is a mutually

convictions. He hopes that the finding's of
his main work in genetics, which he began
shortly after graduate school, can someday
be used in making regulatorydecisions at
the national level.

beneficialrelationship.He likes Hope
students,and without students, he affirms

his friend

projects he

may be learning more from

them.

that his research would be impossible to
conduct.

And Dr. Gentile enjoys

his personal

of his plant specimens. His research assistantslearn about more
than generictoxicology. They learn about science as a discipline and develop a framework
for exploring the ethicalimplicationsof their work.

Jim Gentile with some

development,"Dr. Gentile said. “They

Hope seems

really dynamic in whatevertheirdiscipline

Hope

faculty. The most important thing has to be

these oilier people are doing in science.Isn’t
that wonderful?’ ”

at

The work began when Dr. Gentile and
Mike Plewa decided to collaborate

on

a

question they had formulated during a

genetic toxicology seminar they attended
during their graduate years. The seminar
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presented findingswhich showed that when
natural metabolic systems in animals were
forced to process chemicals foreign to the
body, genetic damage would result.
Dr. Gentile and his colleague wondered
if the same sort of metabolic activation
would result in plants.
Although they had to wait a few years,
they obtained funding from the EPA for the

experiment, and did eventually prove that
plants also metabolized chemicals into
toxins which could produce geneticdamage
in

of life, so a few years ago

decided

I

we

needed to read a book over the summer.
And the book that I chose was Zen and the
Art of MotorcycleMaintenance,because

I

about life and about
philosophy that applies to science,” Dr.

think that has a lot in

Gentile said.
get your own

it

really important that you
philosophy established.I

“It's
life

think that’s somethingthat
students with.”

I

can help

the plant and possiblegeneticdamage in

Dr. Gentile also helps students make their
decisions about the ethics of genetics
research. “It’s my duty to tell them what I

consumer of the plant.
The most fascinatingparts

to believe that way,” he said.

the

believe. It’s not
of genetic

my duty to convince them

problems for Dr. Gentile are the ethical and
political aspects, though. And in his

do

mentorship of students he tries to develop
in them a sensitivity to the moral issues
involved in science.

the potential famine problems in India

“My

research is basic research, but

I

it does have social applicationsand
moral implicationsas well, and that’s a
major part of it for me.” Dr. Gentile said.
“I think that’s what makes my research
attractive to a large number of students, the
fact that they can make a direct association
between some apparently abstractthing in
the laboratory — figuring out some
mechanism of metabolism — and some

think

“But the social implicationsof what we
are. really emphasized in the lab,” he
said. “If we find a pesticide we think is bad
for

whateverreason, we’ll

talk a lot about
if

it’s

no longer used. What are the implications
of that? What are the ethics of looking for
chromosome damage in individualswho
have been exposed to radiation? What are
the ethics of doing human research?"
In Jim Gentile'slab, students are chal-

lenged both intellectually and philosophically. Working S'de by side with their
teacher-mentor,they learn what it means to

regulatorydecision that might occur not too
far down the road that might affect human

be committed to science and to human
values, both in and out of the classroom,
by following Dr. Gentile’s example of

lives and well-being.”

service to his profession,to the college

“My studentsand

I

talk

about philosophy

to the world

community

and

at large.
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were touching . . and sometimeshilarious.
What a wonderfultime everyonehad!
It was a magical weekend filled with joy.
hope, wonder, laughter and tears. But the
.

by Janet Mielke ’84

Pinkham

tears were of happiness, those that express

XXello! 1 hope you are enjoying your
JJXsummer. wherever you may be.

the depth of emotion that words cannot. For

Here on campus we marked the beginning
of summer with Alumni and Graduation

Weekend. May 4-6. The Class of 1990.
numbering 520. became members of the
Alumni Association by virtue of graduation.
The sun shone brightly on Holland Municipal Studium.as if in agreement that this
class, the college's 125th. was special.
But then all Hope College classes are
special! This fact was attested to many times
during the weekend as members of the
Classes of 1930 and 1975. plus those of
every five years in between, were on hand
for reunion activities. Eight of the classes

had dinners off-campus on Friday evening.

The Class of 1965 even celebrated with a
hoedown. One of their classmates, a
professionalsquare dance caller,had things

moving as his classmates found themselves
laughing while running at times to keep up

what made Hope a special place then
continues to do so today. Although 60 years
have elapsed since the members of the Class
of 1930 were students,the graduating Class

Hope is
much more than just their Alma Mater. It
is a place of family. Where years melt away
with a single hug or handshake or just a

of 1990 shares the same emotions.

simple smile and hello.
We hope to see you at Alumni Weekend
in May 1991 ! In the meantime, if you will
be in the Holland area this summer, mark
your calenlar to join usJuly 18 at this year's

Hope College Golf Outing. Please contact
me at the Alumni Office. (616) 394-7860.
for more details,

Alumni Board

Three DistinguishedAlumni Awards were presented on Saturday, May
Banquet. The recipients from
'60 and Lloyd J.

Lemmen

left

5

during

Alumni

the

are Watson “Waddy" Spoelsrra '32. Daryl Siedentop

'44.

elects officers

and new members

term. John Abe '79 of Naperville.III. was
elected vice-president,
replacingCordes.

division of her father's company. The

the position.

toward the newly renovated Van Zoeren/

who had previouslyheld
Damstra '68 Schroeder

opportunities,coordinates departmental

of

service of new programs,and monitors all

VanderWerf complex for Alumni Weekend
registration. While there. Jim van Putten

Mich, was reappointedthe board's secretary.
The board'stwo new members are Janet

'55, professor of physics, provided a tour

Lawrence '80 of Albany. N.Y. (Northeast

programs currentlywritten and serviced by
United Community Insurance Company.
Recent involvementwith Hope includes

of two new microcomputerlabs and
described the opportunitiesthese facilities

Region) and Jennifer Payc'te '92 of Flint.

serving on the "Quality of Student Life"

Mich, (juniorclass).

task force for Hope in the Future, the

Rc-cjceted to the board were Stanley C.
Busman '73 of Minneapolis. Minn. (North

strategic planning process.

with their partners,and at other times
running right into them!
Saturday morning saw all 10 classes head

Lawrence Group. She

Mary
Grosse Pointe.

'

Lawrence

provided students. Upstairs the model
classroom, complete with demonstration

TXuring its May

meeting, the Alumni
I ^Association Board of Directors

tables,proved quite a contrast for those

alumni who had taken

elected its three officersfor 1990-91. and

their education

classes in the basement of

Dimnent Chapel

!

This new facility even makes use of a
checkerboard carpeted floor

to

Pavel te

demonstrate

graphing principles.
Motor tours of campus were available,
as well as detailed tours of Van Wylen
Library, where alumni of the Class of 1930

were overheard marvelingat its sheer size
in comparison to the Graves Library they
had known.
At lunch that day. combined reunion
attendance was nearly 700. The Class ot
1950 even had 23 of their professors and
spouses present! The memories they shared

ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Officers
Cordes '80. President.Mesquite. Texas
John Abe '79. Vice President.Naperville.III.

Jeffrey

made two new appointmentsand several
reappointments.
Jeffrey Cordes '80 of Mesquite. Texas was
elected the board's president,replacing Sue

Bruggink'73 Edema of Grand Rapids.
Mich., who had completedher two-year

News ami inlormalionfor

class notes, marriages,
degreesand deaths are compiled lor
news from Ho/ic Ciiile.veby Greg Olgers. The deadline
for the next issue is July 2.

births, advanced

MargueriteMeyer '17 Prins was honored on the
occasion of her 95th birthdaywith a celebrationat
Hope Church in Holland. Mich, on Saturday. April 28
(she was born on April 30. 1895). She taught French
at Hope under three presidents
- Edward D. Dimnent
from 1922-23. and Wynand Wichers and Irwin J.
Lubbers from 1937-62.

Mary Damstra'68 Schroeder. Secretary.Crosse
Pointe.

Mich.

Board Members
William Aardema 79. Parchment. Mich.
Cal Bruins '61. Phoenix. Ariz.
StanleyC. Busman '73. Minneapolis. Minn.
Garret E. DeGraff '71. Averill Park. N.Y.
Sue Bruggink '73 Edema. Grand Rapids. Mich.
Marianne Hageman '58. De Pere. Wis.
James Hanson II '80. Bemardsville.N.J.
Betty Whitaker '62 Jackson.West Melbourne. Fla.
Janet Lawrence'80. Albany. N.Y.
Thelma Leenhouts '66. Washington. D.C.
Steve Norden '74. Dublin. Ohio
JenniferPayette‘92. Flint. Mich.
Heidi Sunderhafl '90. Columbus.Ohio
AnneWalvoord’7.3 VandefByl. Williamson. N.Y
David Veldink '91. Jenison. Mich.
A. Jeffery Winne '73. McMurray.Pa.

FOURTEEN

Herns Cook '.lOofOshkosh.Wis. reports ;1 Ac lived
in the same old house 46 years and lived with the same
female for 54+ years, and we still har e things to talk
about and thingsto see."
BernadineSiebers '30 De Vanns became a resident
at View Pointe Retirement Community in Colorado
Springs.Colt), in March. She enjoys being near her
family and attending SpringsCommunity Church, the
only RCA church in Colorado Springs.
II. Sidney Heersma '30 of Kalamazoo. Mich, is lay
chairman for Bethany Reformed Church in Kalamazoo
for a three-yearproject to employ a ministerol
outreachanddisciplcship.
He is also a member ol the
Crhan Mission Task Foree-ClassisSouth West
Michiean.
Julia YunOss '30 Ousting of Brevard.N.C. recently
returnedfrom a irip to India which included the
missions of the ReformedChurch in America.
Howard B..Scltoltcn '30aiui u ife Gertrude Korvcr

market

Payette is a communication major. A
first-generation
Hope student, she learned

Central Region). Thelma l.ccnhouis‘66ol

Washington,D.C. (Mid-Atlantic Region).
A. Jeffery Winne '73 of McMurray. Pa. (at
large) and David Veldink '91 of Jenison.

of the college through her

home

church.

Resurrection Reformed.
Since her arrival at Hope. Payette has

M ich. formerly junior class representative, been active in the College Chorus. Hope
televisionand the Sibylline sorority. She
now senior class representative).
has also served as a caller for the alumni
Lawrence is marketing manager of
(

United

Community Insurance Company,

a

Scholtcn arc livina in a retiremcnl communityin
Walnut Creek. Calif. Four of their grandchildrenand
three great-grandchildren
all live in Calilornia.
G. Donald Albers ’35 of Grand Rapids, Mich,
recently retired from his practice in otolaryngology.
Kenneth Karsten '35ol'SpringHill. Fla. is workingactively in real estate and attendingE.xceuTrain
computer schoolinTampa. Fla. He is starting a joint
venture in desktop computer publishing,producing
automobile and truck engine rebuildingmanuals.
Guy Kleis '35 and wife Susan are living at and
enjoying "Fairhtiven " ' Retirement Community in
•31

class notes

identities

Sykesville.Md.
Earle Vande Poel ’35 of Grand Rapids.Mich, retired
in 1989 and is now doing charity work.
Harold Mante '38 and wife Bettie Morford '43
Mante of Bethlehem. Pa. are busy in the antique
business.
J. Oliver Lampcn '39 on April 2 was honored with
a symposium tilled"A Journey from Molecules to
MicrobialCell Structures"upon his retirementIrom
the faculty of Rutgers.The State Universityol New
Jersey.

fund phonathon.
Endocrine Society's1989 Fred Conrad Koch Award,
the society 's highesthonor. He is Kenan Professorin
the Department of Pediatrics at the University ol North
Carolina School of Medicine in Chapel Hill.
Chester Postma '40 of Holland.Mich, has serv ed as
interimministerat the Cypress Gardens Winter
Ministryin Florda for the past seven years, and also
serves as pastor of calling

at

the

Beechwood Reformed

Albert VanDykc '40 retiredas associate pastor ol First
Reformed Church of Oostburg.Wis. on Dec. 31. 1989.
Harold Van Heuvelen'40 of Bismarck. N.D. made
his first violin this past

summer as a

retirement activity.

He has purchased a v aluableviolin, and enjoys
concertsand activity.
Eloise Boynton '41 Bosch spends 5.5 months in
)man. and 5.5 months in South Carolinaand upstate
New York, travelling in between.
Del Vander Haar '44 is pastor of Yokohama Union
Church in Yokohama.Japan, where he serveswith
vvifcTYudy Maasscn '47Vander Haar. The Yokohama
Union Church is recognized as the oldest Protestant
Enelish speaking congregation in Japan, dating buck
to 871. The Vander Haars in February were featured
in The Japan Times, the leading Englishpaper in Japan
(circulation of more than 3(K).(XH)).
Betty Mulder '45 Burton and husband Eldon moved
to Traverse City in Februaryto be near relatives.She
was featured in “Who’s Who in the Midwest in 1989.
"Personalities of the Americas " (Fifth Edition)'90.
and "2.(XM> Notable American Women 90."
Marjory Curtis ’45 of Grand Rapids after retiring
from the Flint Public Schools in 1987 has trav eled to
Arizona and Californiaand done housework.
Marcia Hubers ’45 Zvviep and husband Donald of
Holden. Mass, own a condominiumin Marco Island.
Fla. and have eight grandchildren.
’IVudy Maasen '47 Vander Haar is director of
religious education with Yokohama (Japan) Union
Church.
(

1

Millard Albers '40 of Saginaw. Mich, since and
before retirementhas enjoyed traveling worldwide
with ElderhostelPrograms.
Randall Claver '40 and wife Estherof Redondo
Beach. Calif, travel extensively- in the UnitddStates
durins even years,abroad during odd years.
Martin Holstege '40 of Bellflower. Calif, co-authored
with JohnBaley.a professor at Cerritus College,lour
textbooks:Mt-elmi-A First Course. Susie Mulhemtilies. A Program for Semi-liiilei>cmleiitSwtlies.
Umlersnimlitift Alf-elmiand Trinoiiomeiry.
Catherine Marcley '40 Nesbit of Winfield. Pa. is
enjoyinu her four grandchildren.
Jtidsofl J . Van Wyk '43 in June of 989 received the
1
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Arthur O. "Bud" Van Eck

'48. associate general
NalionalCouncil of Churches'
Divisionof Educalion and Ministry, has been named
I99() "Educalor of (he Year” by Ihc Associationof
Prcsbylcrian
Church Educators.(ARCH).

New Zealand and Fiji.
Gerald G. Van Arendonk '50 plans to retirethis
to Australia.

see re la ry ol the

50s

summerafter 30

years

in

family practice in

Kalamazoo

Mich.

Canute Vandcr Meer

'50 of South Burlington.V l.
was selected by the faculty senate of the University of
Vermont to serve as faculty ombudsman from 1989-92.
He served as a \ isitingprofessor with the nslituteof
Geoscience. Universityol'Tsukuba in Ibaraki. Japan
during 19X6-87.
Richard F. Welch '50of Allen Park. Mich, has been
invited to become a member of the Michigan Chemical
Councilto help improve pre-college science education.
Shirley Cess 'SO Weller was recognized by Central
College of Pella. Iowa, which named a conference
room in the recently opened Maytag Student Center
in her honor.
Connie Voogd ’50 Wendt ol'Yalaha. Fla. isenjoying
retirement. She and herhusband attend First Presbyterian Church, and she reports that silling in the
congregation— rather than at the organ console — is
a new experience for her.
Robert Wcsterhoff '50 of Rockford. Mich, with
brothers Warren '52 and Gene sailed across the Atlantic
— from the island ol'Sl.Martin to the southerncoast
of Portugal.
Esther Schmidt '50 Wruck is in Wuerzburg.
Germany, where her husband "ill be director of
Davidson College'sprogram at the Universityof
Wuerzburguntil August of 1991.
Frank L. Zwemer '50of Phoenix.Ariz. is appointed
the senior surgeon forthe Indian HealthService of the
USPHS. As the senior clinician for surgery he is
responsiblefor surgery throughout the Indian Health
Service.
Ann Jansma '50 ZWenier of Phoenix.Ariz. published
in India two textbooks for the Board of Nursing
Education.ChristianMedical Associationof India.
South India: PrOfcssiomilAljiislim'ius and Ethics for
Nurses in linlin (Fifth Edition. 19X9) and Basic
Pswlioloxy for Nurses in Iniliti (June. 1990).
Anna Herder ’52 Holbrook of Somerville.N.J. and
husband Joe have retiredafter 36 years in RCA parish
ministry. She has also retired after 15 years on the
Denominational Board of ReformedChurch Women.
Dick Nieusma '52 is teachingrestorativedentistry at
the Universityof Nebraska College of Denstistryin
Lincoln. Neb.
Donald R. Baird '55 of Schenectady.N.Y. is minister
of new church development, evangelism and social
witnesswith the Synod of Albany.
Mina Venenia '55 Cook of Bend. Ore. is a summer
of 1990 DOE teacherresearchassociate at the Solar
Energy Research Center in Golden. Colo. She may
also have an opportunityto help train the U.S.
Chemistry Olympic Team at the Air Force Academy.
Donald L. Damstra '55 of Phoenix.Ariz. is currently
medicaldirector of PhysicianHealthPrograms.Ariz.
Medical Association.
Alice Gabriels ’55 of Rochester.N.Y. is a ruling elder
at the Downtown United Presbyterian
Church',which
is a sanctuary’ church and a "morclight"church. She
serves on Action forChurch and CommunityTogether,
volunteersas an ombudsman in two homes, and is a
school volunteerin an ESL (Englishas a Second
Language) program in an inncrcity school.
I

Alderink '50 and wife Doris in Januaryretired
from the ministry, hut until July Paul is remaining as
part-time executivecoordinatorof Jackson County

Paul J.

Ministries.

RCA.

Robert Becksfort 'SOof Niles. Mich, is retiringfrom
the practice of public accounting on June 30 after 30
years servicein Niles. He and his wife Shirleywill
remain there and enjoy their rctiicmentyears,
traveling, playinggolf and pursuing other interests.
Cordon G. Beld ’50 of Kentwood. Mich, retired from
full-time employment at the end of September.He now
pro' ides free-lance editing, writing photography and
public relations counselfor non-profit organi/ations-.

prineipally

in

the refugee assistance efforts of

Exodus

World Service(West Chicago. III.) and Catholic
Human Development Office (Grind Rapids. Mich.).
James G. Bennett ’50 retired in April and is moving
to Mexico for a few years.
Gerald H. Bocrman '50 of Rockford. Mich, retired
from the practice of dentistry on July 5. 10X9.
Phyllis Sherman '50 Booi of Chalfom. Pa. is involved
in several historicalorganizations. She is a past chapter
regent of the National Society of the Daughters of the
AmericanRevolution.
Suzanne Brink '50 of Sheldon. Iowa since her
retirement has been involvedin working with residents
of the local Christianretirementhome and also
residents of the local nursing wing. She has also been
active in her church and Bible study groups.
Harvey Calsbeek’50 of Sibley. Iowa retired after
•serving 36 years as a minister. 22 of which were as
missionarypastorto Native American congregations.
Donald E. De Wilt '50 of Greenville.N.C. is
currentlynational lecturer and workshop director for
proceduralskills training in family medicine.
Alex Kbnclh '50 and Wife Betty of Rochester Hills.
Mich, plan to relocate to Fairfield Glade. Crossvillc.
Term, in the fall of 1991.
Nan Beuker '511 Eroelichand husband Bob retired in
Aug.. 1989 — Nan sold hergift shop of 13 years and
Bob retiredfrom Central Collegeas vice president of
businessand treasurer. They moved from Pella. Iowa
to their family cottage in Beulah. Mich., where they
live during the summers, traveling during the other
six months of the year.
Marion Slinn '50 Glick of Springfield. Ohio
continuesto teach fifth grade, is an organistat St.
Teresa's Church and is active in Animal WelfareLeague
as an Environmental Educator.
Myron E. Hermance Jr. '50 of Schenectady.N.Y.
served as a volunteershipbuilderin the reproduction
of the Halve Maen (Hall'Moon)at Albany. N.Y. during
the spring arid summer of 1989. He was also selected~
as a crewmember historian, to serve aboard the
authentic duplicateof the firstDutch ship to explore
the New Netherlands,undcrlhe command ofCaptain
Henry Hudson.
John H. Hockslra '50 was recently featured on
3'x sports program, telling about the

WWMTTV

YMCA

athletic activities available at the Kalamazoo
for men. women, boys and girls.

Donald E. Lee '50 of Port Washington. N.Y. retired
on March3l.19891'romIn ingTrust Company, where
of his retirementhe was a seniorcredit
corporateworld-wide banking.
Charles W. Link '50 of Athens. N.Y. retired and
transferred his businessto son Robert. In October of
1989 he was elected vice president of the New York
Slate Professional
InsuranceAgents Association.
Maxine Waalkes '50 Paesens of l-anvell. Mich,
retired in June. 19X9.
Daniel Paul '50 and wife Joan Ten Hocvc '50 Paul
ol Holland.Mich, for the third summer are leadinga
course in London titled "Theme Teaching-British
Style 'The three-week course involvessix British
professors, live visits to a variety of British schools
and live appropriateHeld trips.
Joan Ten Hocvc '50 Paul of Holland. Mich, with
husband Daniel Paul ‘50 in February co-presenied
"Hands-OnWater Day Activities" to the Michigan
Science Teachers' Associationand "Global Education"
to the Michigan Council for Social Studies. She sang
with the 12-memberNationalCouncil for Social '
Studies Singers during general sessions at the National
Conference in St. Louis in November of 1989.
Jane Benedict ’50 Perrin of Barrington.III. was
recently promoted to senior vice ptesidcnl-markeling
with Nielsen Clearing House.
Cynthia Fiksc ’50 Romano and husband Michael
Romano '52 ol SurfsideBeach. S C survived
HurricaneHugo, which destroyed350 homes in their
county.
John II. Sharpe '50 retiredus of Dec. 31 retired from
the ministry of the Reformed Church in America and
moved to Ml. Bethel.Pa. With wife.
Shirley DeBoer '50 Sharpe and husband John II.
Sharpe '50 are ad justing to their new home and church
in Mi. Bethel.Pa.
Barbara Eilandcr '50 Stockman of Grand Haven.
Mich, retiredas a schoolsocial worker in June of 1989
and was elected as alternate to the NEA Board ol
at the time
officer for

Direclois.

Roberta Sounder '50 'Htrpinand husband "Frank
ol GrossePointe.Mich, recently went on a 9. day trip
1

"iRium Heydorn '55 ol Tihuron.Calif, received the
Legion of Merit in Januaryof 19X9 upon retiring from
the U.S. Army. He is now an accreditation representative with the AmericanMedical Association.
K. Don Jacobussc '55 has accepted the position of
deputy head and dean of the UnitedStates campus of
the United World Colleges,which also has campuses
in Italy.Wales. Sinagapore. British Columbia.
Swaziland and Venezuela.The Amiand Hammer
United World College of the American West, where
Jake will be. is an hour outsideof Santa Fe. N.M.
Alice Kleppcr '55 Jansma and husband Don Jansma
'54 moved to Kalamazoo. Mich. onJan. I. Don is the
pastor of evangelism and congregational
care at Third
Reformed Church.
Mary Jane Rictveld '55 Kisken of La Crosse. Wis.
is enjoying a second career, teachingpart-timeas an
instructor in the education department of a small
Catholic liberal arts college.
Norman Lager "55 of Comstock Park. Mich, is
recoveringnicelyfollowing
a stroke on March 6. 1988 while consultingfor the
IRS in St. Thomas-11.S. Virgin Islands.’
Robert J. Rickse '55 of Grand Rapids. Mich, is
director of a highereducationconsortium responsible
for researchingand launching community -based
reconciliation centersin Grand Rapids and Detroit.
Mich.
Ernie Brummeler ’55 Richardsonis associatevice
presidentwith the Palos Verdes. Calif olTtee of
Coldwell Banker.
Lucille Van Hecst '55 Schrocdcrand husband Carl
Schroedcr'53 staff the Holland branch of the
Marriage and Family Center.
Maurice E. Willevcen '55 and wife Diuniha of St.
Johns. Mich, are nearing the end of their chosen
careers and lookingforward to the next phase of their
lives together, doing volunteerwork, traveling and
pursuing hobbies.
Mohammed I. Yassir'55 later this year will join his
family in relocating to Monltval iii Quebec. Canada,
from the United Arab Emirate's.
Donald J. Kroes ’56 has been named vice president
for legislativeand public affairsol the U.S. Chamber
Commerce.
Donald Van Hocvcn '56 has been electedvice

of
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board of directors of the Nalional
buncil ol Alcoholism and Drug Dependenceof
Michigan.
Jack Walchcnbach"57 is the semur pastor of Preston
Hollo" Presby terian Church in Dallas. Texas.
RogerGarvelink '58asof July I will be superintendent of schools in Downers Gone. III.
Peter J. De Jong ‘59 ol Cedar Rapids.Iowa received
the Heinzc Johnson Endowed Chair in Biolouy from
Coe College.
Janice Miller'59 Holcomb of Lansing. Mich, is still
teaching.
Bert Swanson '59 was recently elected to a three-year
term on the Board of Directors of the Minnesota
Charities Revie" Council.He currently serves on the
Ethics Committeeof the National Society of Fund
Raising Executives(NSFRE) and is in his fourth year
as a member of the Society 's Board of Directors.
John Zwyghuizen'59 was installedas pastoral Abbe
RelormedChurch in Clymer.
president of the

(

60s
Mary Ann Klaarcn '60Andcrsen

of Champaign. III.
concluding her firs! year of studies at
Chicago Theological Seminary
George Bitner '60 of SpringLake. Mich, was named
the 1989 Michigan BCD Girls GolfCoachof the Year.
Robert E Bronk ’60 of New Fairfield. Conn, was
invited to be a participant at the International
Teleconferenceon Technology in Counscline in June
ol 1990 at Florida Stale University.
Gary Bylsma ’60 of Grand Rapids. Mich, in 1989
accepted a positionwith Bissell Corporation as
corporatevice presidentof human resources.
Jane Tomlinson'60 Chandlerof Shippensburg. Pa.
teaches eighthgrade basic skills mathematics in the
James Rowland Intermediate
School of the Harrisburg.
Pa. City Schools, and was promoted to instructional
team leader last year.
Ronald Chandler '60 of Shippensburg. Pa. teaches
eighth grade developmental reading in the John Scott
IntermediateSchool of the Harris'burg. Pa. City
Schools, and was promoted to instructional team
leaderlast year.
Roger Lee De Vries ’60 of Jenison.Mich, was
appointed chair of the physicalsciencedivision at
Grand Rapids JuniorCollege.
Donald Gallo '60 of West Hartford.Conn, has
publishedthree books in the past year: Presenting.
Richard Peck. Connections:Short Stories hv Outstandina Writers for Yount; Adults and S/ieakiny for
Ourselves:AutohioyraphictdSketchesof Notable
Authors of Books for Yount; Adults. Another, a
collection of plays by YA authors,is to be published
by Harper & Row this fall.
Sheryl DeWitte '60 Hamm of Seattle. Wash, is
developing a hi-tech fifth grade classroom. As an
example, her classroom has a complete telecommunications course with NationalGeographic.
Joan Roos '60 Hielkema of Orange City. Iowa is
director of Head Start, a program That operatesnine
centers serving 160 pre-school, disadvantagechildren
in live counties in the northwest comer of Iowa.
William H. Hubregs '60 of Arlington.Texas was
promoted to vice president, corporateregulatory
affairs,with Alcon Laboratories
in Fort Worth. Texas,
a subsidiary ol Nestle Corporation.Bill is responsible
for registration of Alcon's ophthalmic drugs and
surgical devices worldwide.
Janet Tillman '60 Johnsonwas selected by the Grand
Rapids (Mich.) Foundation as one of Grand Rapids'
outstandingeducators,and was honored at a special
seminar on May 3, 1990.
Frank Kraai '60 of Holland. Mich., retired from
publicschool teaching,is employed on a part-time
basis with Hope College.He works with the college's
Kellogg program in outdooreducation,and coordinates
some of the elementary education student leaching.
Barbara Monroe '60 Page of Fairbanks.Alaska has
returned to teaching after 17 years as a full-time mother
and homemaker.
Mary Jane Adams '60 Foil is a home health nurse
with the Lapeer (Mich.) County Health Department.
Jan Owen '60 Polack of East Lansing. Mich, with
Stan Dmbac. retired coach of the MSU men's tennis
team, is coaching the new ly -foundedGreater Lansing
Wheelchair Tennis Team, which is composed of four
adults, four collegestudents, three high school
studentsand three children.
Barbara Emmick '60 Rank and husband Jerry of
Oak Park. III. spend much time in Spain.« here they
is

currently

.

own

a

home.

Greta Weeks '60 Sheareris tutoring to remediate
dyslexiathrough the Specific' LanguageDisability
Center Inc. in Grand Rapids. Mich.
Daryl L. Siedenlop "60 of Worthington.Ohio, one
of this year's Distinguished
Alumni Award recipients,
in March completed a two-weeklecture tour of
universities in Sweden and Norway.
F-dna C. Hollander '60TerMolenolEvanston. III.
played a dedicatoryrecital at the Wilmette Public
Libraryand soloed with the Nonhwesi Indiana

Symphony.
Warren Vandcr

Hill '60ol Muncie. hid. was named'
to the Board of Ruling Governors of Manchester
College of Oxfojd University.
Rowland D. Nan Es ’60 is in the Philippines, and has
been promoted to the rank of full professor by Silliman
University. While serx ingon the uniyersily s Di\ inity
School faculty. Row laud is concurrently
on the faculty
ol the South East Asia Graduate School ofTheoloey.

which Siljiman's divinity schoolis in consortium.
Van Reyen "60 lives in Clamecy. a town of 5.736
in Burgundy. France. He is the only American there.
PauIVan Wyk '60of Union Springs. Ala. is employed
by the Bullock Co. CorrectionalFacility as a
psychologistand director of the intermediatemental
with
Paul

health unit.

Duane M. Voskuil '60 teachesphilosophy half-time
Bismarck (N.D.) State College and runs a violin
shop, making, repairing and renting violins and
violin-family
instruments.
Diane Sluyter'60 Wells is retired from teaching and
employedas a travel counselorfor Royal Traveland
Tours in Sycamore. III. She is leadinga tour to New
England from Sept. 20-28.
David E. White '60 of Arlington.Va. is deputy chief
of chaplainswith the U.S. Navy, and this past year
was invited to conduct the Christmas and Easter
worship services at the Presidential retreat at Camp
David.
jumi i. reusioK Oii was re-eiectea in rsov.. ivxy to
his llth term as mayor of Cedar Springs.Mich. He
was also promoted to full professorof biology at
Aquinas College (effective Aug.. 1990).
Wesley Nykamp "63 is a candidate for the Ottawa
County Circuit Court judgeship.
Furl S. Johnson Jr. '64 is senior pastor with First
PresbyterianChurch in Pittsford. N.Y.
Arlene Arends '64 Walters is executivedirector of
the WarwickConference Center in Warwick. N.Y.
Richard J. Bennink'65 of Bethlehem. Pa. isdirector.
pastoral care and education,with UniversityHospital
in Newark. N.J.
Linda Munro "65 Cailliez.of Tonka Bay. Minn, is
sell employed as a communications and development
consultantwith NationalYouth Wellness Center,and
was includedin the 1989-90 Who's Who of American
at

Women.
Joan VirginiaLoweke '65 Campbellof Blacksburg.
Va. in 1988 was recognizedas one of the top three
teachersin her region for having the most students
rankingin the top seven of the region on the National
French Exam.
James A. Carter '65 of East Lansing. Mich, was
promoted to the rank of major in the 'Michigan Stale
Police and assumed command of the State Support
Bureau,which has administrative responsibility for the
department'straining, the Michigan Law Enforcement
Olficers TrainingCouncil, and the emergency
managementand forensic sciencedivisions.
Patricia Gleichmann'65 Dalmanol Midland. Mich,
has been working for Saginaw Valley State University
as a field placement coordinatorfor the school of
education.
Barbara Yager '65 Hepburn has developed and
copywnteda curriculum for childrenin grades onethroughsix who are at high risk of becoming involved
with drugs and other health damagingbehaviorsto
work in small groups. She supervises12 facilitators
who work with nearly5(H) childrenidentified in
Lancaster(Pa.) County.
Ellen Whitaker"65 KirkofStuyvesant. N.Y. recently
relocated her business, a bakery, from Kinderhook to
Valalie.

Chuck Lantay '65 of New York. N.Y. was included
in the 1989-90editions of both Who 'v Who in America
and Who '.v Who in the World. He has been actively
involved with three soup kitchens, servingthe
homeless populationin New York City, as well as the
St. Xavier Church Welfare Rights Project and the
Grand CentralPartnershipDrop-in Center.
Carl W. Nickamp '65 of East Lansing. Mich, in
Februaryof 1990 joined the Michigan Biotechnology
Instituteas program director of biomaterials utilization
and industrial enzyme technology.The organization
promotes the utilizationof renewable and natural
resources.

JohnC. Nodop '65 of

Spring Valley. N.Y.

is serving

the U.S. Navy Reserve Chaplain Coqrs with the rank
of lieutenant commander. He was recently awarded the

Navy's Overseas Service Ribbon.
Sandra Parker '65 of Macomb. III. publishedin 1989
a book tilledActivities for the Elderly: A Guide to
Quality Pro;raimnin,;
George Peelen '65 of Sumner. Wash, has been a
"tenj-making" minister since 1984. and is an interim
pastor as the need requires.
Paul Ransford '65 of Chapel Hill. N.C. continuesin
outdoor ministries for the New Hope/Salem
Presbyteries
in North Carolina.
James P. Rirnda '65 recently accepted the H.G.
Barnard Chair in Western AmericanUniversityat the
Universityof Tulsa. His next hook. Astoria and
Empire, will be published this fall by the University
of Nebraska 'Press.
Gail De Boer '65 Smant of Spring Lake. Mich,
leachesin the Grand Haven (Mielu Public Schools.
Ca'ndace Barber '65 Speet is presently study ing hotel
and restaurant managementat the Conrad Hilton
School at the Universityof Houston (Texas).
.

Steketee ’65Tapley of Grand Rapids. Mich, is
Boardof Directors of SouthernNormal School,
a member of the General Program Council of the
Reformed Church in America and on the Reformed
Church Women Denominational Board.
Sally

on the

Shirley Bouwnjah ’65 Nan Hocvcn was one of two
Western Michigan Universityfaculty members to
receive this year's "NVoman of the Year" award,which
was presentedby WMU's Commissionof the Stable
of Women. She "as also one of eight WMU faculty
to receive a S2. 50(1 Teaching ExcellenceAward. She
is an associateprofessorof communication.
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John H. Ver Siecg

'65

ol Kalama/w. Mich^ was

Board ol' Directors ol ChNt OKI
(Michigan CentralCreditUnion Corporalion-Soolh-

clecicd 10 Ihc

licld. Mich.).
Arlene Anderson *66 ol Indianapolis.
Ind. is 'icc
presidcni olopcraiionsfor Acordia Col leg hi ic Benefits
Inc., a suhsidian <'l Blue Cross and Blue Shield ol
Indiana.

Mary Groenewoud '66 of San Antonio. lexas is part
ol achallensinsnew reading program lor elementary
children caMed""RcadingRecovery lor FirstGraders.
She's attendedand conducts workshops lor other
teachers and uses it with small groups of children.
Michael Laughlin ’66of Antioch.Calif, was named
"Coach of the Decade" by Benicia High School'sHall
of Fame Committee. He has coached several Benicia
High track athletes throughleague champion and stale
track meet levels of competition.
Albert C. Oosterhof '66 is the author ol a textbook
titledClassroom Allied ions ,</ F.thtctiiioiuil
Mcaswi’ment. publishedby Merrill PublishingCo. ol
Columbus. Ohio in January.Al is professorol
educationalmeasurement at FloridaState University

Tallahassee.
John A. Tanis '67. chairpersonand prolessorol
physicsat Western Michigan University,has been
selected as a Fellowol'lheAmerican PhysicalSociety.
Rein Vanderhill '67 in March was presentedfor a
water color workshop by Holland (Mich.) Friendsof
in

Pat Canfield '68 Crist was named state outstanding
laneuaeearts teacher ol the year (grades live through
eight)

by the West VirginiaEnglish Language Arts

Council.
Laura Hammon ’69 Mol works as a writer in a child
advocacy unit of Children'sNational Medical Center
in Washington. D.C.
David A. Styf "69 is principal of North Godwin
(Mich.) Elementary School.

70s
Kenneth Austin '70 of Winnipeg. Manitoba. Canada,
is director of music for Calvary Temple, the largest
church in Canada. In additionto conducting honor
bands and judgingCanadian music festivals,he is also
a trumpeterand educator for "Artist in the Schools
programs.
Steven Baker '70 of Grand Rapids. Mich, was this
year appointedcorporate medical director ol Blue Care
Network Great Lakes.
George Bergevine '70 ol'Candia.N.H. as executive
director of Regional Servicesand Education Center
Inc. has opened a secondary school for the emotionally
disturbed and learning disabled. In September ol 1989
he createdan integrated early childhood centerfor
handicapped and non-handicapped childrenof ages
three to six.

Susan VVierda '70 Bolton of Mio. Mich, is working
toward her doctoratein educationaladministration
al
Michigan State University.
John J. Debreceni ’70ofTeaneck. N.J. authored"Go
For It." a guide to careers in advertising publishedby
the American Associationof AdvertisingAgencies in
January of 1990.
Kathleen DeW’itt'70 Yeenstra of Spring Lake. M ich,
has been teachingfourth grade with the Rceths-Puller
Schools for the past two years.
Jerry W. Dill '70 of Fabyan.Conn, is chief executive
officer of Velvet Software and Computer Services.
David Gouwcns '70 of Fort Worth. Texas published
Kierkegaard'sDialeclic of llie Imagination New York:
Peter Lang. 1989).deliveredthe Carrington Lectures
at Southwest MissouriState Universityin Springfield.
Mo. in October of 1989 and is servingas interim
assistant dean for academic affairs with Brite Divinity
School.Texas ChristianUniversityfrom 1990-91.
Roderick C. Grant '70 has been stationedin Guam
with the U.S. Navy, and this summer is moving to
Newpon. R.I.. where he'llbe attending the Naval War
College.
Beverly Greer '70 Langeveld of Lancsboro. Mass,
has found some time for free-lancewritingand has
been published sporadicallyin The Berkshire Cattle.
primarilyon the op/ed page although she has done
(

some reporting.
Thomas M. Harmelink ’70 and wife Mary of
Raleigh.N.C. are completing their fifth year as owners
of a home health care and supplemental staffing
service. They opened in May of 1985 with one
and have since expanded to three other cities
North Carolina.
Harold R. Hilliard Sr. '70 of Plano. Texas is enrolled
at Southern Methodist University's master's of liberal
arts program.
Charles A. Licdcr '70 of Houston. Texas is a senior
scientistwith Shell Research.On loan from Shell lor
six months in late 1989 and early 1990. he servedthe
Slate of California, working on alternative fuels at the
CaliforniaEnergy Commission.
Mary Luckey '70 of Oakland. Calif, is an associate
profesor in the department of chemistryand biochemistry al San FranciscoStale University,
and through a
grant works full-time on her researchin membrane
biochemistry,
Keith A. Marcotte’70 of Boston. Mass, is vicepresident of grants and contractsw ith Brighamand
Women'sHospital, and is responsiblelor$90 million
annually in supportof biomedical research.
Andrew Mulder ’70 is a practicing attorneywith
Cunningham.Mulder and Breese in Holland. Mich.,
and has' been city attorneyfor Holland since 1984.
location,
in
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Mark Nieuwsma '70 gave the invocationfor President
George Bush at a banquet in Parkersburg.Iowa, where
he is lhe pastor of Hope ReformedChurch.
Christine Peacock '70 Powers was in Februarynamed
to the Aurora (Colo.
Civil Sen ice Commission. She
is responsiblelor ivcruitmeiu.
testing and hiring
members of the police and fire departments,and
promolionaj testing.
Cindy Sonnevcldt '70 Powers and husband Tom of
Ada. Mich, train and show horses professionally,
traveling throughout the country. They also organize
shows that other trainers attend.
William D.Strampel '70of Aurora. Colo, isdepuly
commander of Evans Army Community Hospital,i-.
director of a CongressionalDemonstration Project for
managed care under the CHAMPUS program and is
serving on the Board ol Directors ol the hi PasoC ounly
Divisionof the AmericanHeart Association.
Herbert Thomas Hi '70 of Denver. Colo, has a
private practice in orthopedicsurgery,with an
emphasis on trauma and sports medicine.
Mark Vander l.aan '70 was chosen to participate in
the 1989-90 Leadership Cincinnati(Ohio) class
sponoxorcd by the Greater CincinnatiChamber ol
)

He matriculatedwith The American College to siarl
working toward CLU and Chl'C designations.
Sara Hoebeke '75 Cowall of Richardson.Texas is a
full-time mother, part-timedemographer for Farwell
and Associates,and is active in her church
William J. De Block '75 ol N. Halcdon. N.J. is
currently mixing audio on the daily daytime drama
I.OVIMi on the ABC television network.
David P. De Kok '75 of Harrisburg.Pa. is writinga
history of the Three Mile Island nuclear accident and
its impact on Ihc world.
Al Fedak "75 of Somerville.N.J. is the composer ol
three new volumes of church music publishedby Sclah
PublishingCompany of New Brunswick. N.J An
\dveitl/Chrislmas
Suite and A Lenten Faster Snite JIC
for organ solo, and the Alfred Fedak Hyinnary is a
collection of Al's original hymn tunes. The Hyinnary

mn

will be introduces al the July com ention ol'lhe Hy
Society in the United Stales and Canada, held in

Charleston,S.C.. where Al will lead a workshop on
his music.
Susan Hermance '75 Fedak of Somerville.N.J. was
a featured soloist for a recordingof contemporary
Catholicchurch music in March. She continuesas a
director of music, along with husband Alfred Fedak
Commerce.
"75. at United Reformed ’Churchin Somerville,works
William C. Van Faasen '70 of Crosse Poinle Park.
as a preschool music teacher and is an assistant
Mich, is senior vice president-operations
at Blue
accountantto Sandra Zoodsma '74 Sheppard . CPA.
Cross/Blue Shield,and was recently re-elected
David F. Gebhard Jr. "75 of Newport. R.l. is a sy stem
chairman of NASCO. an Atlanta. Ga. -based company
support specialist with Bccton Dickinson ImmunoNancy Flier '71 Forestis a partner with her husband
Cylomelry.
Jim in Forest-Flier Editorial Servicesin Alkmaar. the
Jane Goeman '75 of Ml. Clemens. Mich is in
Kli'llii'rlrmrlv ^shi* i*. a mi'mhi'F ol llli* Hull'llTranslators
automotive lest equipment sales with Sun Electric
Society and translates for the Dutch Archaeological
Corp. She also moonlights as an usher al the Palace
Service and the World Council of Churches in Geneva.
in Auburn Hills. Mich. . where the Detroit Pistons play
Janet Hildebrand'71 on June I began dutiesin the
basketball.
position of communication specialist in the Center for
RebeccaA. Hartman '75 of Murphy shoro. III.
ProductiveCommunicationin Texas Christian
receiveda fellowshipin The American College of
University's
M.J. Neeley School of Business.
Obstetricsand Gynecologyand a Recognition of
Dick Lowing '71 lives in' Glendale.Ari/..and recently
ServiceAward from the Shaw nee "BelterBabies"
purchased an insuranceagency that specializes in
program.
insurancefor churchesand other religious institutions.
Paul R. Hendricks'75 is completing his final year
He is also active as a YMCA basketballcoach and
as a guest English teacher in Japan and plans to return
soccer coach.
to the United Stales this summer.He and his family
Gary VanKempen '71. associateprofessorof
were featuredon a local television program about
chemistry at Lansing Community College, his wife
childrenand international understanding.
Dorinda Kelsey '72 VanKempen and their two sons
L. Allen Heneveld'75 of Brea. Calif, moved to the
will be spending the summer in Shiga Prefecture.
Japan, where Gary will be the faculty representative Los Angeles area from Grand Rapids. Mich, in
September to start Aftershock Ministrieswith someto LCC's Japan Adventure Program. He w ill also teach
friends.
a course tilled"Environmental issues of Japan. "
Lester E. Hill '75 ol Manchester.Mo. after 10 years
Susan D. Buckman '72 is marketing director for
in commercial banking decided to change careers and
Bowers and AssociatesInc. of Sanibel Island. Fla.
joineda cellular telephone and paging company.He
She is campaign manager for Patti Kiley's bid for the
works for the presidenton projects in financeand
1992 Olympics in women's board sailing, and herself
administration.
races sailboardscompetilisely.
Marv-I.ee Wilkinson'75 IngersoP.of Belmont.
Nancy Johnson '72 Cooper on Feb. 2 was ordained
Midi, continues to work us a physicaltherapist at
and installed as the first woman deacon and first
LincolnSchool with a large caseloadolTMl and SMI
woman on the consistoryof the United Reformed
multiplyhandicapped students.She also works w ith
Church of Clifton,N.J.
the Kent SpecialRiding Program, a local handicapped
Jane Decker '72 Page of Grand Rapids. Mich, is a
ridinu program.
senior producer at Stem-use Inc.
PatriciaVander Werf '75 Johannsen of Kirtland.
Nancy Sterk '72 of Grand Rapids.Mich, is a district
Ohio in November and Decemberhad one of her si lver
manager oflhe Office of Child Support,a division of
and onyx necklacesexhibited in the Juried Exhibition
the Michigan Department of Social Services.She is
of the Fine Arts Assoeiationof Willoughby. Ohio.
also vice presidentof the Board of Directors. West
Duane Jonker-Burke‘75 of Long Island. N.Y.. w ile
Michigan State Employees Credit Union.
Sarah and son Samuel give puppet performances and
Nancy DeVries '74 of Hamilton. N.Y. is University
lead workshops on clowning puppetry,maskmaking
Chaplain at Colgate University,pastor of University
and stage make-up.
Church, and lecnirer in religion in the department ol
(Jinny Agre '75 Kiser of Greensboro. N.C. is
philosophy and religion.
finishing her fourth year of home schooling,and is
Pamela A. HcUonk '74 McMillan is a specialist for
next year looking forward to teachingfourth and
an electric company and is enrolledin an
second grades along with kindergarten.
program al City University.
William L. Lawton '75 teaches fifth grade in the
Ken Meeuvvscn'74 is a staff medical technologist
Holland M ich .) Public Schools and coaches the high
with the Saint Mary's HealthCare System and is based
school'sgirls' varsity soccer team.
at the Saint Mary's Hospital in Grand Rapids. Mich.
Nancy Hogroian '75 Leonard of Fullerton. Calil.
Arlene Dekker '75 Akker teaches part-timefor the
w as named the- 990 program chair of the International
Muskegon (Mich.) Public Schools. She leacheshigh
PersonnelManagementAssociation's1PM A) western
school completion and GED preparation
to adults. She
resion conference,held in Long Beach. Calil in April
is also working on her master's in reading Iron) Western
of' 1990.
Michigan University,and is currentlyservinga
Jill Morronc ‘75 Lewis of Brimlcy.Mich, is co-owner
two-year term as RCW secretaryfor the Muskegon
w ith her husband of several businesses,including
Classis.
Adjusla-Jiu. which is part of AdjustableFishing TackleJeanie Poslmus '75 Averill of Grandville.Mich, in
Co.
January joinedthe generaloffice of FranklinMetal
Jane Voogd '75 Loweof Holland.Mich isemployed
Trading Corp.
as full-time librarian for the West Ottawa Schools,
Kathy Jo Blaske '75 of Schenectady. N.Y. is a
servingLakew ood. Waukazoo. Glerum and Woodside
program coordinatorfor the Synod ol Albany. RC A.
Elementarv Schools.
She staffs the leadershipdevelopment unit which is
Elizabeth Huffman '75 Loyd ol Grand Rapids.Mich,
implementing a new lay leadershiptraining program.
sen ed on the "Celebrationon the Grand" committee,
Ephesus Two.
and was named to the Governor's Volunteer Honor
Judi Van De Hoef ’75 Bloor of Hawaiian Gardens.
Roll in 1989.
Calif, islhe manager of supply inventoryfor the Los
Steven Mancinelli '75of New York. N.Y. joined the
Angeles LogisticsCenler-Unisys.In February she
law firm of Pennieand Edmonds,where he had worked
became a transfer member of Good Shepherd
as a law clerk before obtaininghis law degree.
PresbyterianChurch in Los Alamilos.
Deborah Langdon '75 Miller of Athens. Mich, is
Rudcll L. Broekhuis'75 of Holland. Mich, was
w orkingas a monitor in Factoryvillc Christian School.
appointedto the board of the Kent-Ollawa-Muskegon
Rose Nadolsky '75 recently look a three month leas e
FotviunTradeZone Authority. He is also a member ol
of absence from Chicago (111.)radio station WNUA.
Herman Miller's1989-90 "Idea Club."
where she hosts "SundaySoundscapes." to lise and
Harvey E. Burkhour Jr. '75 of Jenison.Mich, is
study in France. She- also free-lances as a voice-over
employedby the Michigan Protectionand Advocacy
and on-camera acticss/narmtor
in Chicago and
Service and was recentlynamed supers isor for the
throuiihoui the Midwest.
Health Access Project. He is also supervisorof the
Janet Brevick '75 Naymick is the new TA G.
Quality Advocacy Project.
coordinatorfor the Whitehall(Mich. I Public Schools,
Neil K. Clark '75 on July I will assume new duties
in charge of Junior Great Books. Odyssey ol the Mind
as vice presidentfor admissions and financial aid at
and in-schoolchallenge programs.
Valparaiso(Ind.) University.He is currently dean of
Bill Nykyforchyn '75 of Hamburg. N.Y. is the
admissions and financial aid at Newberry(S.C.)
associatepastor at the Hamburg Wesleyan Church,
College.
which is locatednear Btil'lalo.N.Y
David S. Cliiley'75 of Grand Rapids. Mich, is an
Deborah McLeod '75 Nykyforchy n of Hamburg.
agent with Massachusetts Mutual Life InsuranceCo
.

MBA

(

1

(

N.Y

childrenand leaching and
Seminars, courses which teach
communication and counseling skills.
Bev Kuiper ’75 Phillips of De Forest. Wis. was
recently hired by the Nutritional ServicesDepartment
of the UniversityofWiseonsin-Madison ax an associate
outreachspecialist with the ExpandedFood and
Nutrition Education Program.
Sue Poppink "75 of Lansing. Mich, is the assistant
to the director of the Michigan Partnershiplor New
Educationat Michigan Suite University. Recentlyshe
was selected as a policy fellow by the German Marshall
Fund of the United Slates to study vocational-technical
training and apprenticeship
training in Denmark and
the Federal Republic of Germany.
Elizabeth Zack '75 RieSen Works for the Lake
Washington School District in Kirkland. Wash, in Ihc
personneldepartment, and is responsiblelor all
pre-employment phasesof certificated applicants. She
is also serving as the Girl Scout registrar lor the Juanita
Service Unit, which has more than 35 troops.
Nicholas Rodenhouse '75 of Natick. Mass, and wile
Marianne Moore are both assistant professorsal
WellesleyCollege, teachingecology.
Michelle White' '75 Schaffer since September has
been teachingSpanish al Annapolis Md. ) SeniorHigh
is

raising three

facilitating Life

(

School

.

Mary Zondervan '75 Schoutenof Norwich. Vi.
manager of Homescapcs.
Donald P. Troast "75 of Mendon. Mass, is an

is

environmental engineer with Evergreen Construction
Co. and serving as part-time pastor w ith the Rockdale
CongregationalChurch. He also recently tr.inslerred
his ordinationcredentials
from the United Methodist
Church to the United Church of Christ.
Richard Van Oss '75 of Zeeland. Mich, composed
one hymn-tune publishedin the 1987 Psalter Hymnal
and a second publishedin I989"x Sonys of Rejoit iirj:
Hxmns for Worshiii. Meditation,and Praise.
Duane Cowall '76 of Richardson.Texas is \ ice-president of Farwell and Associates,a commercial real
estate valuationfirm in Dallas. Texas.
Lynn Malvitz '76 Khadijais an ESL (Englishas a
Second Language) teacherfor Nissan in Ann Arbor.
Mich, and for the Ann Arbor PublicSchools. She is
also a clerk at the Universityof Michigan Hospitals.
Paul L. Lupkes "76 was chosen Clergymanof the
Year by the Rapid City Civilans. The award is given
in remembrance of four chaplainswho died w hen the
S.S. Dorchester sank during World War II.
Tom Siderius '76 ol Belmont. Mich, was named 1989
best Mitsubishisales representative
for the United
States in the truck division.

JonSoderstrom’76ol'Oak Ridge. Tenn. was named
the 87th "Daily Point of Light " by PresidentGcorge
Buxh for committing his time and' energy to helping
needy families in the Oak Ridge community. President
Bush created the program to draw attention to persons
dedicated to helpingothers.Eventually,there will be
l.(HX) "Point of Light" selectees.
Geoffrey Stewart '76 in 10 years as head football
coach at Big Rapids. Mich, has built a recordof 62
wins and 28 losses. His teams have won three
conference championships, and he has been named
all-area coach of the y ear tw ice. and was regional class
B coach once. He best season was 9-0. w ith seven
shut-outs.
Jerry L. Bevington '77 ol S.

Hadley.Mass. wa. one
Jacob's Pillow
International Ballet project. His summer will be spent
teachingin Austriaand doing researchin Sweden.
Susan Nelson '77 Bookout of Santee.Calif, is a
criminalappellate attorney.
Ellen Ziegler '77 Coombs is with Seience Applications International Corporation,working on policy,
licensing and en\ ironmenlalrestoration issues related
to disposalof high level nuclear waste.
Edwin Jorae '77 of New York City is a v ice president
within the real estate banking divisionof the Chase
Manhaltan Bank.

of six participants in the prestigious

J.

Rossman Lamb

'77

is

vice president ol

Lamb

Inc.

(auto parts).
Earl Slotman '77 began in December as the new
associate pastor at the American Reformed Church in
Dc-Motte. Ind.
Dave T'eater '77 was appointedchairman of the board
of Se-Uon AssociatesInc. in Grand Rapids.Mich. He
w as also recently aw arded "Best of Show " honors by
the AdvertisingFederationof Grand Rapids fora print
campaignhis agenev createdlor Dow Chemical.
Robert L. Nan'iar ;78 has joined Poppe Tyson, one
of New Jersey 's largest advertising/public
relations
firms, as a publicrelations account executive.
Gary Ramsdon '78 is a pre-trialscreeningofficer in
Ottawa County.
Adelia Decker '79 of Hazel Park. Mich, was recently
promoted to foster care vv orker for the Department ol
SocialServ ices in Michigan.
Carol A. Powers '79 is an attorneyin the Judge
Advocate General Corps of the United Slates Air
Force. She is stationedin England.
Steven Scott '79 is the district fisheries biologist lor
the New berry office of the Michigan Department ol
NaturalResources (DNR).

80s
John V. Byl '80 is a partner in the law firm ofWamer.
Noivross imd Judd, a 104-member, full-service firm
with offices in Grand Rapids (Mich. ). Muskegonand
Holland.
Sue Schuurmans '80 Eby is living in Washington.
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D.C.. caring for her newborn son and working
part-limefor her church, which is involved in prison
ministry.

Janet H. Lawrence '80 was recentlypromoted to
marketing manager of United Community Insurance
Company in Albany, N.Y. She was also recently
elected to the HopeCollege Alumni AssociationBoard
of Directors.
Tom Pierson '80 is a deacon at Cadillac(Mich.)
Christian Reformed Church and varsity track coach at
CadillacHigh School.
Susanne Ulmer '80 Stibollis president of Harrison
Blair and Company in Dallas, Texas, and iscontinuing
private piano studies at Southern Methodist University.
Peter Gaylor ’81 is an account executive for AT&T.
Rich I.upkes '81 has been promoted to vice president
commercial loan officer/AnnArbor manager of Old
Kent Bank.
Steven H. Strating'81 is a draftsmanwithTrendway
Corp. and with his wife Sally is a youth leader at
Maple Avenue ChristianReformedChurch.
Paul Bosma '82 is director of software development
and is on the Board of Directors for Rocky Mountain
Engineering Labs in Nederland. Colo.
Dave Cheadle'82. a journalism instructor at
Highlands Ranch (Colo.)High School, and three of
his studentsvisited West Berlinin January.
Mary Soeter '82 Keppeler is in mission work in
Eastern Europe, and was in Romania during the
beginning of the revolution.
Sharon McKee '82 is a staffsergeant in the U.S. Air
Force, playing flute and piccolowith the 661st Air
Force Band near Dayton. Ohio. She is active in local
church chancel and handbell choirs.
Matt Soeter '82 was ordained an RCA pastor in
December.
Annette Piethc '82 Vahratian works forlMMUNEX.
a biopharmaceulicalcompany, as a microbiology
manager.
Kathy Reeder '83 Boerigtcrand husband Steve will
be house parents at MlTduring1990-91 . She will also
teach sciencepart time at a local high school.
John Moolcnaar ’83 is running for the 35th district
stale senatescat in Michigan.
Tom Andrews '84 read from his book of poetry. The
Brother 's Country, at Hope on Thursday. April 26.
Beth Pershing ’84 Caspar of Cheyenne. Wyo. was
named "Rookie of the Year" for the most outstanding
contribution
to Unicovcr during her first year of '

employment.
David Hendershott ’84 will attend the University of
Michigan businessschool in the fall.
Melody Leavenworth’84 has joined the staff of the
Grand Rapids office of the Michigan Court of Appeals
as a prehearingattorney.
Christopher Murray '84 is a postdoctoralresearch
associate at the Universityof Colorado-Boulder.
Stephanie VerBeek ’84 Vaas in January became a
part-timesystems coordinatorfor the Sheet Metal
Workers’ NationalHealtli BenefitFunds, working
from home.
JonathanM. Van Ark ’84 is a softwareengineerat
GTE GovernmentSystems Corporation in Research
TrianglePark, N.C.
Duane VandenBrink ’84 has been promoted to
associate scientistat Parke Davis' Research Division.
He is also currently servingas treasurer for Sixth
Reformed Church in Holland. Mich.
Karla Vandcr Kolk ’84 is an assistant vice president
and trust officer with First of America Bank-Central.
BryonVandeWege ’84 isachiefresident in the Family
Practice Residency Program at MidMichigan Regional
Medical Center in Midland.
Randal L. Warren ’84 coaches the Universityof
Redlands(Calif. ) Bicycle Racing Team and substitute
teachesin special education for the San Bernardino
County Schools.
Janice Kenney ’85 Deal of Chicago. III. is an
associate editor with Where Chicago Magazine.
Mary Ellen Doucette '85 has been selected under the
honors program of the U.S. Department of Justice to
serve as an attorneyfor the litigationdivisionof the
federalBureau of Prisonsin Washington. D.C. for
three years.

Rebecca Milas '85 Hard is currently teaching music
and computer courses at University of Alaska.Kodiak.
RichardHolder '85 is working as a counterintelli-

gence agent for the U.S. Army in South Korea.
Cindy Hoffman '85 is a school psychologistfor
Kentwood (Mich.) PublicSchools.
Scott Jccman '85 is a manager at Andersen Consulting
in Detroit. Mich., principally serving the health
serv ices industry.

Kevin P. McCullough '85 is a medical physicist in
the Department of RadiationOncologyat the
Universityof Wisconsin Clinical Cancer Center.
Michael B. McVickar '85 is an associatein the
corporatefinancedepartment of the law firm of
Chapman and Cutler in Chicago. III.
John H. Sharpe Jr. '85 spent a year in Taiwan as a
missionary teachingEnglish,and is currently the
pastor of Annville (Ky.) Reformed Church.
Kabet J. Sterk '85 graduated from Wayne State
University School of Medicine and is currently in the
Grand Rapids (Mich.) Family Practice Residency at
St. Mary's Hospital.
Kent J. Sutton "85 is a lieutenant with the U.S. Navy,
and is servingwith Fighter Squadron154. Naval Air
Station. Miramar, Calif.
Gwen Griffin ’85 Van Ark maintainsher business,
Pinwhecl Design of Chapel Hill. N.C.. is a part-time
instructor for Durham Tech Community College and
is an active member of Womancraft Gallery.
Steve Van Kuiken '85 is a manager with Andersen
Consulting of Detroit. Mich., and principally serves
the manufacturing industry.
Gerald Bockstan/’86 is a processengineer with
BASFCorp. in the coatings and colorants division in
Southfield.Mich.
David Duke Burdette '86 has been accepted for a
diagnosticradiologyresidencyat the Universityof
Michigan.

Donna dcForest

'86 Worssam and husband Richard
volunteerswith Jackson County Ministriesin
Annville.Ky.
Bruce Dorr ’86 in June will be entering residencyin
obstetrics and gynecology at the UniversityHospital
in Denver. Colo.
Linda Gruenberg ’86 had her book Hummer
published by HoughtonMifflinCompany of Burlington. Mass, earlier this year. Hummer is the story
of the impact that a black. Arabian mare has on a
young girl's life.
Linda Hardin ’86 Helder teachesat a Methodist
Mission School in Tong Du Chon. South Korea.
are

Paula Gikas ’86 Navelvoort of Ridgewood.N.J. is
a senior sales associate for Liz and Co.', a division of
Liz Claiborne Inc.
Holly G . Rabbai ’86 will begin a three-year master's
program in Landscape Architectureat the University
of Colorado at Denver in August. Holly also donated
a European Beech tree to replace the Van Raalte Hall
tree that died last year, and in April participated in a
dedicationon campus for the new tree.
Lisa Robertson ’86 owns N. A. B. of Indiana. Inc., a
company that sells military parts to the government.
Cheryl Dykema ’87 is a social worker at LutherHome
in Grand Rapids. Mich.
David Dykema ’87 is directing newscasts and other
special programs at WTOL-TV in Toledo. Ohio.
Jan Hanson ’87 is attendingthe Universityof
Michigan, working on her master'sin.psychiatric
nursing. She also works with the Children's Psychiatric
Unit at the Universityof Michigan Hospital.
David Hepenstal ’87 is a serv ice representative with
Manpower Temporary Servicesin Ann Arbor, Mich.
Yoshiki Kumazawa ’87 of Nakagun in Kanaaawa.
works for the credit departmentof Mitsui-Taiyo
Kevin M. Large ’87 is a family therapist with HCA
Coliseum PsychiatricHospitalin Macon. Ga..
working with theirdrug and alcohol addiction program.
Anne Latham ’87 of Chicago. III. is an automobile
underwriter-general
reinsurance.
Ben Soeter ’87 is in his first year of medical school
in Wisconsin.
Amy Affleck ’88 spent a year inTaiwan and now lives
in Sioux Rills. S.D., where she works as a grants
writer for the Siouxland Heritage Museums.
Curtis Blankespoor’88 of Dryden. N.Y. receiveda
NationalScience Foundation (NSF) Predocloral
Fellowship.
I iffany A. Brown ’88 is a buyer in training for Gantos

Inc. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ellen Hadaway '88 is a clinical social worker at
UniversityHospitalsin Ann Arbor.
Scott Kelly ’88 will be working this summer for the
NortheasternMichigan Consortium, teachingand
counselingat-risk teenagers.
David B. Kortering ’88 is a health physicist for the
State ol Michigan Department of Public Healthin the
division of radiological health in Lansing.
Vicki MacKinnon ’88 in July is returning to the
UnitedStates after two years with the Peace Corps in
Africa.

Michael A. Magan '88 is a legislative assistant for
Helen DelichBentleyof Maryland'sSecond District,
handling policy in CentralAmerica. South America
immigration issues and the 1990 census.
Brian Pereira ’88 Was appointed acting officer
commanding SP COY-3rd Guards Regiment. Singapore Armed Forces.
Perry Sebring '88 is self-employedin marketingand
living in Raleigh. N.C.
Tim Sullivan '88 is an intern at the National
Journalism Center in Washington. D.C.
HeatherNorthuis ’88 VVoltcrinkis pursuing her
teachingcareer.
Scott T. VVoltcrink’88 plans to attend the University
of Vermont graduate program in highereducation
student affairsadministration
during the fall of (990.
He has receivedan administrativt'assistantship
in
studentlife.
David Conley ’89 is a sales representative with
Edward D. Jones and Co. , and works in the White
Lake (Mich.) and North Muskegon area.
Kim Doyle ’89 of Glendale Heights.III. is a sales
representative for AmericanResorts International.
David Gibson ’89 is on the staff of Young Life in
Crete.III.

Kendra Gleason’89 is a half-timekindergarten
teacher
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Your gift can put your class and the Alumni Fund over the top'
Fiscal year ends June 30 - Please mail your gift today!
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'89

is a

staffassistant for the

House

of RepresentativeEnergy and Commerce Committee
in Washington. D.C.
Kristin Kuhn ’89 is a middle school resourceroom
teacherat Caledonia (Mich.) Middle School.
Michelle Baker ’89 Lavcrman is manager of the adult
day care program at Chris Ridge Retirement Village
m Phoenix. Ariz.
Susan Macicak ’89 is assistant to the executive
director of the Washington Psychiatric
Society in
Washington, D.C.

Todd Schaap ’89 of Holland. Mich,

is

employedby

PrinceCorporation.
Dave White '89 is an inside office sales person for
GranTrec Furniture Rental, a Portland-based
company
that rents home and office furniture.

class of 1990
Anderle ’90 will work with
Rapids. Mich.

Joel

WLAV FM

in

Grand

Erika Bloch Anderson ’90 plans to work as a lobbyist
with the Public Interest Research Group in Boston.
Carl Aronson ’90 will enter graduate programs in
chemical engineeringand music at Michigan State
University.

Dana Atkinson ’90 will

attend graduate school at
Michigan State University.
Susanne Baker "90 plans to work for ArthurAndersen
and Company in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Laura Becker ’90 will work as a sales representative
for Hitcch Company.
Kimberlee Beeson ’90 will attend graduateschoolat

UCLA.

Bowen ’90

Timothy Gortsema ’90 will work

at

the

program

for Deloitte

Touche in Grand Rapids. Mich.
Andrew Hakken ’90 will attend Wayne Slate
School.

and

Law

Jennifer Raskin ’90 will attendUniversityof
Michigan Law School.
Bry an Hauger ’90 will attend the
in chemistry at Indiana University,

graduate program

fodd Houtman '90 will attend graduate school at
Michigan State University.
Laura Huizcnga ’90 will attend the School of Social
Work at Boston University.
Karen Johns ’90 will attend graduateschool at
Pennsylvania State University.'
Sarah Jones ’90 will work for Kent County Community Mental Health in Grand Rapids. Mich.
Akihiro Kano '90 will teach English in Japan.
Julie Katz '90 will attend graduate school at the
Universityof Michigan.
Dave King ’90 will work for Pine Rest and Missions
during 1990.

Diane Konynenbelt’90 plans to

attend

Western

TheologicalSeminary.

Timothy Koppenol’90

will attend graduate school at

Purdue University.
Ronald Kragt ’90 plans to work for his family
business.Michigan NaturalStorage.
Stacia Kranendonk ’90 will attend dental school at
the Universityof Minnesota.
I imothv Laird ’90 will work for Prince Corporation.
Raymond Lanning ’90 will work for New Equipment
Leasing Inc. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Beverly Lewicki ’90 plans to teach English in Japan
lor two years.
Steven Looman ’90 plans to attend graduateschool
in chemistry at the Universityof Utah and work as a
Peace Corps volunteer.
Eric Louwerse ’90 will work in customer relations
for Castex Industries.
Tina Mann ’90 will work as an auditorfor Deloitte
and Touche.

Shawn Munson

’90

win work for NBD-Grand Rapids

JoelleNelson ’90 will work for Ernst and Young in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Laura Nelson '90 will enter a two-year master's
program in occupationaltherapyat the Universityof
Southern California.
Jon Nienhuis ’90 will work for FirstMichigan Bank
Kenneth Olivier’90 will enter the graduateprogram
in psychology at Fuller.
Richard Oostcrhoff ’90 will work for Deloitte and
Touche in Oakbrook. III.
Kevin Pereira ’90 will serv e in the SingaporeArmed
Servicesfor two-and-one-halfyears.
Michael Perkins ’90 will work as a training development specialist for Anixler Bros.
David Phillips ’90 will work for Andersen Consulting.
Thomas Prins ’90 will attend graduateschool at the
CaliforniaInstitute of Technology.
Mpine Qakisa ’90 is going to attend graduate school
at the Universityof Michigan.
Deborah Quint ’90 will attend the Universityof
CincinattiMedical School.
Lori-AnnRenkema ’90 will attend graduateschool
at the Universityof Minnesota.
Robert Reynolds'90 will work for Arthur Andersen
Consulting.
Scott Rice '90 will attend graduate school at Tulane
University.

Judith Belles ’90 will work toward herMSWat Grand
Valley Stale University.
Daniel Beyer ’90 will work toward his master of
divinity degree at Fuller University.
Paul Bianco ’90 plans to attend graduateschool at
Grand Valley Stale University.
John Biclema’90 will attendthe Universityof
Michigan Law School.
Kurtis Boeve '90 will work for EDS.
John BofTard ’90 will attend graduateschool at the
Universitsof Wisconsin-Madison.
Jennifer Bosch ’90 will work for NBD-Grand Rapids
(Mich.).

Own

Reunion Class Giving is the key to reaching
the $1,100,000 goal from 50% of our Alumni

with the Whitehall (Mich.) District Schools.

Hans Hiemstra

Barbara Fowler ’90 will attend graduate school
Universityof South Florida.
Julie Fritz '90 will enter the physical therapy
at the Universityof Indianapolis.

will

work

for

Bricklcy.

Delong and

Greg Brander’90 will work with the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office.
Thomas Carlisle’90 will attend Western Michigan
Universityfor a second bachelor'sdegree.
Rebecca Carr '90 will attend (he College of
Osteopathic Medicine at Michigan Stale University.
Michael Cheek '90 will attend medicalschool at the
Universityof Michigan.
Harold Courtright''90 will work for Donnelly
Corporation.
Deborah DeBoer ’90 will work for the NationalPark
Service.
VictoriaDerr ’90 has volunteeredfor the Peace Corns
as a biology teacher.
Bret Docter '90 will work for I.D.S. Financial
Servicesin Holland.Mich.
Norman Duford ’90 is working with Hope Summer
RepertoryTheatre.
Katherine Ellis '90 will work for HaworthInc. in
Holland. Mich.
Maurice Kongers '90 will work for one academic year
at Pine Rest Christian Hospital and/or Hope Rehabilitation Network.

Timothy Ritsema ’90

will work for The Equitable.
Michael Sartori ’90 will attend Western Theological
Seminary'.

Kimberly Schaaf ’90 will attend Chicago Osteopathic
Medical School
Heidi Schoenberg’90 will work for J.S. Richter,
CPA. in Chicago. III.
JenniferSchongar’90 plans to teach English in Japan.
Cynthia Schutt ’90 plans to earn additional undegraduate degrees at Hope and Michigan State
University,includinga teacher's certificate.
JYoy Shumaker '90 will work in accounting for
Hamilton Industrial Products.
Kirk Slater '90 will attendDenver Seminary.
Kristin Spicce '90 will work in accounting for Gary
Nedervcld and Associates.
Eric Stawski '90 will attend the Universityof .
Michigan dental school.
1 .aura Stover '90 will work for Ottawa SavingsBank
William Taylor Jr. '90 will work for Hexcel Corp.
in Zceland.’Mich.
Kristi TerAvest '90 will attendthe Michigan State
Universitymedical school.
RossTeune’90 will work for Peat Marwick and
Peter Vance '90 will attend the University of Michigan
medical school.
JeffreyVaitEeuwen’90 will attend graduateschool
at the UniversityofTennessee, Knoxville.
TimothyVcrhey '90 will work towardhis master's of
divinity from Union TheologicalSeminary.
Brian Vroon ’90 will attend the Universityof
Michigan medical school.
Michael Waalkes '90 will work as an insurance agent
at Jerry Waalkes Agency Inc.
Alene Weber '90 will attend VanderbiltDivinity
School.
Sara Webster '90 will enter four years active duly
with the U.S. Navy Nurse Corps,and will be stationed
.

.

Main
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Cherry Poinl.
John Weeber ‘90 will alienil ihe M B. A. school at
Michigan State University
Melissa Wolter '90 will attend graduate school at
Northwestern University
Lisa Wolterink '90 will attend graduateschoolat the
Universityof Oregon.
Karen Zienert '90 will attendthe Universityof
Michigan medical school.
DanielleZurchauer '90 will work lorAmenbankin

in

<

Muskegon.Mich.

marriages
Alfred E. Brose

'77. Jan.

21,

1990.

David Crockettand Leslie VartDop '78. Dec. 30.
1989. Denver. Colo.
David Deal and Janice Kenney '8S. April 29. 1989
Dennis Dolsen ‘87 andTheresa Marksberry.Jan. 6.
1990. Owensboro.Mich.
Don Dostal and Sandra Balducci '73. July 6. 1989.
HiltonHead Island, S.C.
John Franken ‘83 and Kimberly Swaney. Nov. 4.
1989. Grand Rapids. Mich.
David C. Ham ‘87 and Rebecca Milas ‘83.
Brian Laman ‘86and Kimberlic Harrison. Nov. II.
1989. Grandville.Mich.
Dan MacDonald and Susan DeVries ‘85. July 1.
1989. Waupun.Wis.
Michael A. Magan '88 and Dawn Dahlgren. Dec.
29. 1989.
Frank Mutlererand Kathleen Droppers ‘84, Oct. 7.
1989. Wyckoff. N.J.
Paul Norton and Holly Willson '84. Ridgewood.
N.J.

Robert F. Quinn and Ada M. Hamilton 88. Nov.
25. 1989. Philadelphia.Pa.
Warren Schmidt '80 and Sherry MeClung. July 12.
1989, Birmingham. Ala.
Bob Snyder '86 and Lisa DeVries '86. Dec. 22.
1989. Grand Rapids. Mich.
Steven H.Strating‘81 and Sally J.Wierda.Jan. 12.

births
Paul '79 and Susan Sharp '80 Anker. Elizabeth
Jennie.Feb. 3. 1990.
Edward ‘76 and Cheryl Baugh. Evan Robert . March
21. 1990.
Tim Boersma ‘73 and Nancy Nordstrom85. Clay.
July 17. 1989.
Paul ‘82 and Lisa Shanafelt '84 Bosnia. Cohn
Maxwell. April 3. 1990.
Albert and Kristy Barnes ‘85 Bradlteld.Timothy
Ervin. May 8. 1990.
Ken Brock and Sue Poppink ‘75. Emma Poppmk
Brock. April 16. 1990.
Paul ‘82 and DeborahFike '84 Brower. Sarah
Elizabeth.April 77
____
Douglas ‘81 and Mary Lynn McNally 84 Buck.
John Doualas. Jan. 28. 1990.
Randall '80 and ValarieCoffill. Zachary Colltll.

1990.

,

„

Jerry ‘70 and DianneCripc. MacKcn/.icCatllinand
AllisonMcCullough.Feb. 7. 1990.
Keith ‘76 and RebekahNorden ‘76 Derrick.Sarah
Jeanne, bom on Jan. 20. 1990 and adopted on Feb.

28. 1990.
James '76 and Sara Donkersloot.John Nicholas.

1989.

,

Aug. 2.
. ,
Stephen ‘75 and Constance Donnelly. Patrick
Henry, Nov. 17. 1989.
James ‘78 and Linda Pyle ‘78 Dykstre.Leah Jane.
Feb. 10. 1990.
Edwin and Sue Schuurmans‘80 Eby. Aaron
Hayward.Dec. 28. 1989.
Ed and Leslie Coy '84 Gailor.Edward Richard.

Dec. II. 1989.
Richard and Becky Eldrenkamp 78 Gams. Leah
Marie, Feb. 22. 1990.
Thomas and Julie ‘80 Gennaro. Anna Rose. July

1989.

19.
. t
John '81 and Kathryn Gumpper.Kathryn Elizabeth.
Feb. 3. 1990.
Lawrence '83 and Catherine Schrocder84 Hall.
Lauren Elizabeth.Feb. 16. 1990.
Thomas ‘75 and Patricia Dwyer '76 Hullquisl. Eric
John. Feb. 13. 1990.
Michael "71 and Deanne Burke ‘70 Hansen.
Bethany, May 8. 1989.
Mark and Kryslcn Bush ‘80 Hartman. Benjamin
Robert. Dec. 22. 1989.
Jack '83 and Julie Rawlings '83 Hutsingh.Michael
James. Oct. 4. 1989.
Harold and Deborah Hanson '83 Imperatore.
ChristopherJon. Dec. 29. 1989.
Timothy '81 and PamelaJasper.se.
Ashley Elizabeth.

May

Margaret Trompen ’24 Beukcr of Corvallis. Ore.
died on Tuesday. April 10. 1990. She was 87.
She was born in Grand Rapids. Mich, where she
attended publicschool before graduating from Hope
with a decree in education.She moved to Marshall.
Mich, from 1929 until 1981. when she moved to
Corvallis.
She was a member of the local United Methodist
Church, where she taught Sunday School and directed
the choir for many years.She was also a member ol
the AmericanAssociationof UniversityWomen and
formerly served on tlje Oaklawn HospitalBoard of

12. 1989.
Dan and Betsy Emdin '76 Kaylor. Kelsey Delta.

Alvin Burr '42 of Grand Rapids. Mich, died on
Monday. April 16. 1990. He was 70.
Having attendedWayne State Mortuary College,he
moved to Grand Rapids in 1954 to work at the Sullivan
Funeral Home.
He bought the facility in 1966 from the Sullivan
family, renaming it Sullivan-Borr
FuneralHome. Borr
retired in I982.'’sclling his businessto Cook Funeral

Homes.
Surviving are his wife. Jane (Dinkeloo):two sons
and Katie Borr ol Kentwood.
Mich. . and Steve and Linda Borr of Ada. Mich.; two
grandchildren:three brothers.Preston Borr of
Zeeland. Mich.. Harris Borr of Flint. Mich, and
Vernon Borr of Riverside.Calif.: and two sisters.
Margaret Mcihak ol Bismarck. N.D. and Beatrice
Diepcnhorst of Zeeland.
He was preceded in death by a son. Jeffrey, who
died in Vietnamin 1969.

and their wives. David

Feb. 27. 1990.
David and Wendy Townshcnd '86 Waszktewicz.
Peter Joseph. March 7. 1990.
Alfred'79 and Diane Watson. CatherineElizabeth.
Jan. 4. 1990.
Daniel '75 and Zuellen Marshall '74 Wicrsma.
Andrew Michael. Oct. 5. 1989.
Gary and Marco Merchant '75 Wright. Nicholas
Paul. Dec. 20. 1989.
David ',75 and Renee Young, Sasha Renee. Feb. 14.
1990.

advanced degrees
Gerald L. Bockstanz '86. M.S.. chemical engineer-

ms. Michigan State University,spring. 1989.
Susan Nelson '77 Bookout. J.D. . Universityol San
Dieso School of Law. May. 1989.
David Duke Burdette '86. Universityol Michigan
Medical School. June I. 1990.
Bruce Door '86. medical degree.Wayne Stale
University.June. 1990.
Peter Gaylord '81. M.B.A.. marketing. Michigan
State University.
Ellen Hadaway '88. master's,social work.
Universityof Michigan. Dec. 1989.
Cindy Hoffman '85. M.A.. psychology. Central
Michigan University,Dec.. 1989. Also a specialist s
decree (S.Psys.lin psychologicalservices.
Kevin P. MeCollough'85. M.S.. medical physics.
Universityof Wisconsin-Madison. Dec.. 1989.
Robin L. Mitsos '79. masterorbusinessadministration. Western Michigan University.Dec.. 1989.
Christopher K. Murray '84. Ph.D.. chemistry.

Francis Roundhouse '58 DeDocs of Ripon. Calif,
died on Friday.Feb. 23. 1990.
She and her husband, the Rev . Ray DcDoes. served
churches in Ripon since 1982. They had also served
United Reformed in Grand Rapids. Mich.: Trinity
Reformedin DeerFieldBeach. Fla.; and Community
Reformedin Corona. Calif.
She is survived by her husband and two children.
Kristenand Matthew.
Peter H. DeVries'22 of Washington. D.C.. died
on Friday.April 6. 1990. He was 89.
He was born in Grand Rapids. Mich., and after
graduating from Hope receiveda master'sdegree in
English from the Universityof Michigan.
He taught at Michigan State Universityfrom 1923
until 1937. when he moved to Washington and joined
the Department of Agriculture.He died in 1963.
In

retirement, he spent

much time

in

Jekyll Island.

Ga. He was a former member of the Washington Goll
and Country Club.
Survivors includehis wife. Catherine O. DeVries
of Washington.

George H. DeVVitt '36 died on Saturday. March
24 in Holland (Mich.) Community Hospital.
Bom in Fillmore(Mich.) Township,he was a
Holland High School graduate.After graduatingfrom
Hope, he was employed by General Electric for more

years.

than 24
,
He was a member of OveriselReformedChurch,
where he was a past deacon and elder.
Survivingare his wife Florence:his children. Faye
and Marvin Knoperof Allendale.Mich.. Lee
of Chicago. III.. Donna and Paul Slominski of
Hudson. Wis. and Beth and Glenn Kleinhekselof
Holland; 1 grandchildren;two great-grandchildren,
two brothers,Almorc DeWitt and Raymond
of Cornelia.Ga.: three sisters. Muriel Schaap ol
Cornelia.Laura Quinlan of Zellvvood.Fla. and Mrs.
Ray (Verna) Williams of Bowling Green. Ky.; and
several niecesand nephews.

DeWm

1

Universityof Chicago.
Ross Nykamp '80. M.B.A.. Western Michigan
University.Dec.. 1989.
Susan Pattie '71. Ph.D.. cultural anthropology.
Universityof Michigan. Nov.. 1989.
Harriet Davenport '60 Stockhoff. B.A. in elementary education.Empire Stale College. Albany. N.Y..
Scott

,

DeWm

Steven J. Driescnga '87 of Zeeland. Mich, died
Tuesday. May 29. 1990 in St. Mary's Hospitalin
Grand Rapids. Mich, from injuries receivedin an
automobile accident.He was 24.
He had earned a major in religion at Hope, and had
participated in both cross country and track. He was
a counselorforCran-HillRanch and attendedWestern
Theological Seminary.
Survivingare his parents. Kenneth and Frances
Driesenga of Zeeland:sisters.Mrs. Michael (Susan)
Culverof Holland,and Mrs. Mark Kimberly ) Haveman
of Boreulo: a brother. Scott Driesengaof Zeeland:and
his grandmother. Marian Nordhof of Florida.
on

.

Van Arendonk '84. M.Div.WeslcmTheologt-

cal Seminary. May. 1990.
Cecilia C.M. Vander Hoff ‘86.

master's,business
administration.
Grand Valley State University, spring.
1990.
JenniferVer Heist '81. master's, pre-primary
impaired.Aug.. 1989.

(

deaths
Hilda M. Aiken ’30 of Red Hook. N.Y
Monday. Feb. 26. 1990.

.

died on

Robert HollandArndt '42 of Ann Arbor. Mich,
died on Thursday. Feb. 15. 1990. He was 70.
He was bom in Bad Axe. Mich, on Jan 1 I. 1920.
the son of Britton and Mae Holland l Arndt . He was
(

a

graduateof Michigan Slate University,and had been
treasurer of the Quarry Drug Stores lor

employedas

as vice principal

Surviving are her son. Dr. John T. Beukcr ol
Marshall:daughters Ellen Ann Froelichof Beulah.
Mich, and Carol Margaret Krauss of Corvallis:10
grandchildren:It) great-grandchildren:
and a sister.
Sarah H. Bellman of Orange City. Iowa.
She was preceded in death by her husband. Dr.
Herman Beuker. in I960.

Sept. 20. 1989.
Grca '8.3 and Sandra Ver Seek. Matthew Gregory.

1989.

missionaryservice inTaiwan. He serv ed
and professor of NevvTcsIamcnt and
Greek at Yu-Shan Theological College in Hualien.
Taiwan.
He was proceeded in death by his parents. William
Henry in 1949 and Caroline Marie in 1976. and his
first wife. Eileen Mae Black Estell. in 1973.
Survivingare his wife. JudithWorkmanEstcll;sons
John and Peter of Ihe Chicago. 111. area. Timothy
stationed in England and Stephen of Marquette.Mich.:
daughters Mary, Ruth and Lois Estell, all ofTaiwan:
and a sister.Priscilla Estell of Holland.
by 32 years of

Directors.

Feb. 16. 1990.
Mark '75 and ValericDenis '77 Sweers. Lukas
Nathaniel.June 15. 1989.
Robert and Debra Umbach '82 Tronrud. Mark
Robert. March II. 1990.
Nathan and Brenda Suchecki 83 Tuttle. Jonathan
Robinson. Jan. 2. 1990.
Randall and Stephanie VcrBeek‘84 Vaas. Leslie
Elizabeth.Sept. 15. 1989.
Wayne '71 and Anne Walvoord'73 Vander Byl.
Amanda Marie. March 16. 1990.
William '70 and Jane Van Faasen.Ellen Elizabeth.

Steven C. Wennerstrum and Kathleen M. Olson 83.
Sept. 16, 1989. Hastings.Mich.
Richard Mark Worssam and Donna dcForest ‘86.
Dec. 30. 1989.
Scott Thomas Wolterink '88 and Heather Lea
Northuis 88, May 12. 1990. Holland. Mich.

1990.

N.C.. and Nancy and John, both of Ann Arbor. Also
survivingare his granddaughters.Allison and Britton,
and his sister.Jean Arndt of Ann Arbor.

Ann. Jan. 30. 1989.
Jim and Kim Stevens '78 Smith. Landon Charles.

!990.

March 26.

He is survived by his four children. Robert (Genevra)
of San Francisco. Calif. James (Wendy) of Chapel Hill.

.

andAlice Brunson '31 Scott. Jan.

n. 1990. Mission Viejo, Calif.
David F. Coombs and Ellen L. Ziegler

many years.
He was married to Vivian Daniels,who preceded
him in death on Nov. 25. 1978.

Jan. 12. 1990.
Bill ‘81 and Laura Langejans.Elliot. Dec. 26. 1989.
Ronald and Deborah A. Lang '72 Limoncelli.
Alison Claire. March 8. 1990.
Michael and Shirley Yzenbaatxl '78 Lohrberg.
Kevin Michael. March 31. 1990.
Anthony and Karen Gralow ‘75 Mashuta. Amber
Toni. Dec. 22. 1989.
Donald L. and Pamela A. HetJonk '74 McMillan.
Ian David Lome. Dec. I. 1989.
Todd and Bobette Aardcma '75 Morgan.Kristine
Elizabeth.Feb. 5. 1990.
Matt '82 and Kimberly Neil. Logan Matthew. Feb.
6. 1990.
Anton R. andTammy Boulter '88 Nieuwenlmis Jr.
Erin May. Jan. 31. 1990.
Mark '78 and Penny Peck "79:0ppcnhuizon.Emily
Kate. March 20. 1990,
Frank and Lisle Westfall '80 Pepc. Glenn. Feb. 24.
1990.
Tom '81 and Belly Petersen'81 Picard. Adam
Joseph, July 7. 1989.
Timothy and Heather Decker 'S3 Remy. Taylor Lee.
Oct 12. 1989.
Richard D. and Mary J. Gaffney '84 Rcohr Jr.
Sarah Jean. Sept. 14. 1989.
Randy and Linda Roelofs ‘87 Rowland.Randall
Matthew. March 29. 1990.
Ronnie and Marion Fowke '75 Sarkar. Joydita. Dec.
20. 1989.
Robert '63 and Camella Karsten'69 Scrum. Roby n
Mac Karsten Serum. Jan. 19. 1989.
Earl '77 and Barbara Pell '80 Slolman. Kimberly

William “Bill” Henry Estcll Jr. '52 died on
Saturday.April 14 in Hualien Mennonite Hospitalin
Taiwan. He was 60.
Born in Freehold,N.J.. he graduated rom Freehold
High School. Hope. Western Theological Seminary
and ColumbiaSeminary in Decatur.Ga.
He was a missionary of the ReformedChurch in
America, servingat Meiji Gakuin inTokyo. lollowed
I

Marvin Folkcrt ’29of Hudsonville.Mich, died on
March 23. He was 88.

Friday.

Also a graduateof the Universityof Michigan, he
was the Byron Center.Mich, school superintendent
from 1951 to 1953. He lefithe Byron Centerschools
to join BritannicaCorp.
He served as the company's West Michigan sales
representative, according to family members.
Survivingarc his children. Paul Folkcrt of Hudsonvillc.Earl Folkcrt of Grand Rapids.Mich.. Marvin Jr.
of Hudsonville.Carol Folkcrt ofHudsonville and Mary
Obrenovich of Zeeland; 12 grandchildrenand four
great-grandchildren:
a brother. Leonard, of Zeeland;
and three sisters.Janet Boermanof Grand Rapids,and
Mae Veen and Lavina Luglen of Hamilton. Mich.
Donald Edgar Hicks '30 of Saugerties. N.Y. died
on Friday. Aug. 18, 1989. He was 81.
He was bom inAlloona.Pa. inDccemberof1907.
the son of the late Rev. John D. and Irene B. Hicks.
He graduated from New Brunswick Theological
Seminary in 1933 and attended Union Theological
Seminary during 1933-34.
He servedas associate pastor of Middle Collegiate
in New York City, and then as pastor of Winfield.
CambriaHeights.Claversack and Woodstock
ReformedChurches, all in New York state.
He retired in 1973. but remained active with the
Classis of Mid-Hudsonas slated clerk, and actively
campaignedfor the right of women to serve in the
ReformedChurch ministries.
He served as associatepastor of New Hackensack
Reformed Church in Wappingers Falls. N.Y. for a
periodof time, and was pastor emeritus of the
WoodstockReformedChurch.
David Maatman '74 of San Diego. Calif, died on
March 17 in a San Diego hospital. He was 38.
BomonJan. 18. 1952 in Holland.Mich., he resided
in Chicago. III. for 13 years.He was employedas a
director lor Electronic ReferenceProductsfor Jostens
Learning Corp. for two years.
He did graduatework at the Universityol Michigan
and the Universityof Chicago, and was co-inventor
of the llrstcomputerized encyclopedia.Comptons
Multimedia Encyclopedia.
Surviving are his wife. Gail: a daughter,Emma
Grace: his parents.Mr. and Mrs. Dale Maatman of
Hamilton. Mich.: grandparents.Mrs. Martin Sterenberg of Hamilton and Mrs. Joseph Scharfof Hamilton:
three sisters.Deborah O'Brien ofWilliamston.Mich..
Linda Koopman of Hamilton and Cathy Haverdink of
Hamilton: and a brother. CurtisPieperof Holland.

Saturday.

Harold F. Mackey '43 of Salem. Ore. died on
Tuesday. Feb. 13, 1990.
Bom on July 31. 1916. he began his career as a
Methodist minister, servingchurches in Michigan.
Idaho and Oregon, includingWallowa and Molalla.
In addition to his degree from Hope, he held a degree
from Garrett TheologicalSeminary, and he earned his
doctoratefrom Washington State Universityin 1964.
He taughtsociologyand anthropology at Pacific
Lutheran Universityand the Oregon College of
Education.
In 1971. he went to work for the slate Worker s
CompensationBoard. Accident PreventionDivision,
until he retired in 1979. He was the author of '/'/re
Kalapuyans: A Sourcebook of ihe Imluinsof the
WillametteMil lew published in 1974.
He was active in Boy Scouts for many years, and
receivedthe Order of the Arrow. He also was active in
Red Cross and the Meals on Wheels program, and he
enjoyedtraveling, photography,gardeningand writing.
Survivors includehis wife. Bernice Freligh'40
Mackey: and son. David of Waldport.
Jeffrey F.

Muller ’65 of Saugatuck. Mich, died on

Friday. March 30. 1990. He was 46.
He was bom in Jamaica. N.Y. in 1943 to Frank C. and
Helen M. Muller. In addition to Hope, he received degrees

from Western Michigan University, the University of
Michigan and Central Michigan University.
HeWorked as an educator in Californiaand
Michigan with both publicschool studentsand
teachers.He was also manager of water and safely
services for the Sarasota County Parks and Recreation
Department in Sarasota, Fla. . and was a supervisorat
Oval Beach Park in Saugatuck for several summers.
He is survived by his wife. Barbara Muller ol
Saugatuck; a dauahtcr.Andra Knechel of Altamonte
Sprinas,Fla.; ason. Timothy W. Mullerof Saugatuck:
his mother. Helen Muller Johnson of Saugatuck: a
brother. Richard J. Muller of Miami Beach. Fla.;
severalcousins,nephewsand nieces: and one uncle.

Harmon Voskuil’20diedonThursday.Feb.

8. 1990.
Shebovaan, Wis. He was 92.
He was bom on Sept. 4. 1897. in Hollandto the late
John and Nancy Scrier Voskuil. In addition to Hope, he
eradualedfrom Wisconsin Memorial Academy. Cedar

in

Grove.
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He laughi at Northwestern Military Academy in Lake
Geneva, Wis. and was a professorof economics at
Bowling Green State University.Following retirement
he was a visiting professorat OtterbeinCollege in
Westerville,Ohio.

RICH HERITAGE...

He was dedicatedto the advancement of economics,
and universityresidencelife during his
careerat Bowling Green. He served on numerous
department and collegecommittees, includingthe
Collegeof BusinessAdministrationExecutiveCommittee, the UniversitySenate,Council on StudentAffairs,
Artists Series and the Trustees'Committeeon Faculty
Personnel and on Student Relations.
He was also a vol unteer worker at the Wood County
Hospital anda member of the KiwanisClub of Bowling
Green. He was a member of Hope Reformed Church in
sneooygan.
the fine arts

BRIGHT FUTURE

Suvivors are one brother, Arthur Voskuil of Cedar
Grove, Wis.; and severalniecesand nephews.

HOPE COLLEGE

Lester P. Walker ’32 of Holland, Mich, died on
Saturday,April 1, 1989 in Fort Myers, Fla. He was 79.

ALUMNI
FUND
’Heritage•

sympathy

•Brightfuture

Alumni support

to

-

an

investment in the minds,

The family and friendsof ChesterJ. Belt of
Holland, Mich. , who died on Sunday, April 29, 1990.
He was 79.

lives, and potential
of

He attendedHope College for two years. He was a
member ofTrinity Reformed Church, and retired from
BASFWyandotte following23 years of employment.

young people.

Surviving are his wife, Gladys; his children,Robert
and Mari Jo Belt of Sterling Heights,Mich. , and JoAnne
Belt of Holland, Mich.; a sister,Josephine Smith of
Charlevoix, Mich.; and severalnieces and nephews.

,

Goal
$1,100,000

The family and friendsof Bruce A. Brown, a
former specialstudent who attended Hope for one
semester.He was 40.
AresidentofOdell,
27, 1990.

III.,

he died on

Goal
8,220

Tuesday, March

Donors

<<<<<<

The family and friends of Laura Christine Fleming
Alma. Mich. , a Hope College junior who died on
Hiesday, May 15, 1990 at her home. She was 20.
She was bom on Dec. 20, 1969 to PatrickB. and
Mary G. (Miller)Fleming.
of

She was a lifetimeresidentof Alma, and a 1988
graduate of Alma High School. While in her senior
year at Alma she receivedan award for Spanish class
achievements , and at Hope — where she was an honor
student— she was majoring in English and Spanish.
While in high school she worked for Ashcraft'sFood
and Family Center, while in Holland she worked for
Holland Bible Church in its nursery and also for the
Nickelodeon Restaurant. Her activities at Hope
included the Sailing Club and The Phonathon.
She is survived by her parents;her paternalgrandparents, Ken and Betty Fleming of Boca Raton, Fla.;
her paternalgreat-grandmother,
Vera Redman of Alma;
her maternalgrandparents,
Lawrence and Mildred Miller
of Alma; two sisters, Elizabethand Angela Fleming,
both at home; and her brother. Kent, at home.
The family and friendsof Ardale W. Ferguson,
who died on Sunday, March 25, 1990. He was 81.
He was chairmanof the Michigan Highway
Commission from 1964-68.
From 1950-76, he owned Ferguson Welding Supply
Co. in Benton Harbor, Mich. In 1955, he co-founded
Lape Steel Stores, and he was also a director of Modem
Light Metals Inc.
His first wife. Hazel, preceded him in death in 1974,
Survivors include his wife, Dolores; three daughters
— Mrs. Donald (Connie,)Klaasen of Ann Arbor,
Mich. , Mrs. Robert (Mary Alice)Ritsema of Holland
and Judy Ruffinooflbcson, Ariz. ; nine grandchildren
and four great-grandchildren.
The family and friends of Bastian Kruithof of Grand
Rapids, Mich., who died on Monday, May 28, 1990.
A professoremeritus of religion, he taught at Hope
from 944-47 and 957-72 . He was also a member of
'he college's Board of Trustee'sfrom 1944-50.
He graduated from Calvin College in 1927 and
earned his master'sdegree at the University of
Michiganin 1933. He was awardedan honorary
doctorateby Hope in 1951, and completedhis
doctoratein philosophy at the Universityof Edinburgh
in Scotland in 1955.
1

1

upper
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the Class of 1867. Pictured clockwise from

are Enne J. Heeren, James De Free, Albert T.

Huizenga and Gerrit Bolks. (Photo from

the

Hope College

collection of the Joint Archives of Holland.)
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He served at the Rey Avenue Reformed Church in
Hawthorne,N.J., the First Reformed Church in
Holland, Mich, and Beverly Reformed Church in
Wyoming. He was a member of Central Reformed
Church in Grand Rapids, Mich.
He wrote several books, the most notableof which
was Insteadof the Thorn,
of

Members of

a

novel on the early colonists

Michigan.
He is survived by his wife, Marie;

son, the Rev.
Frederick“Fritz” and Sharon Kruithof;and grandsons,
Kirk, Brad and Ryan.
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The family and friendsof Mrs. Edgar (Nelle)
Breen Smith of Holland, Mich., who died on
Saturday, March 17, 1990. She was 88.
She attended Hope College and graduated from
, Western Michigan Normal School. She was both a
teacherand a missionary.
Smith of Beaver Falls,Pa. ;
Mrs. Richard (Alyce) Petersonof Sunland,
Calif.; seven grandchildren;
a great-granddaughter,
and
a brother, John C. Breen of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Surviving are a son. Paul E.
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How

to cure the

summertime blues
Recommended summer
"W

W

That better way

is

away
summer

there to while

the lazy, hazy, crazy days of

than with a good book?
qualified to

reading from the Hope faculty

And who

recommend

is better

— and you’ll probably rush out the next
day to read The Great Gilly Hopkins and
Bridge to Terebithia."

a good book than

a college professor?
Armed with those two basic assumptions,

news from Hope College asked several of
the college’s academic deans and faculty
chairpersonsto list books that they would
include on a summer leisure reading list.
Their responses, which include both fiction
and non-fiction, follow.

Bobby Fong
Dean for the Arts and Humanities
and Professor of English
A Brief History of Time
Hawking

by Stephen

Donald Cronkile
Professor of Biology and Chairperson
of the

Department

Jubiaba by Jorge Amado
“This is one of Amado ’s most political
novels, about a street urchin boxer turned
labor organizer.The book is funny, sad,
shocking, thought-provoking, embarrassing,
informative and nearly impossible to stop
reading once you get started — in other
words, a typical Jorge Amado novel.”
A Thief of Time by Tony Hillerman
“I grew up in the Southwest and have
always enjoyed visiting the Anasazi ruins in
the Four

Comers area. I’ve had

a life-long

“From the Big Bang to the end of time in
under 200 pages. A fantastictour deforce
which discusses the discoveries of 20th

interest in the culture of the

century physics as they apply to the eternal

archaeologistat Chaco Canyon and two good

questions of existence and ways of knowing."

guys who are Navajo Police!”
The Making of the Atomic Bomb by
Richard Rhodes
“Recommended by a scientist I met in
Hiroshima,this is probably the most complete account of the development of the
atomic bomb from the early beginnings of
nuclear physics, well before anyone had even
dreamt of the bomb, until the aftermath of
its being dropped on Japan. It reveals the
personal side of scientific and technical
research as well as any book I’ve read."

The Killer Angels by Michael Shaara
“The Pulitzer Prize winning novel that
retells the events at Gettysburg from the
point of view of several of the major
participants in the battle. A marvelous
re-creation of the confusion,loss and
courage of one of American history’s
climatic battles.”
Men at Work by George Will
“Character sketches of four baseball men,

Tony LaRussa,Cal Ripken, Tony Gwynn and
Orel Hershiser,by one of America’s foremost
political columnists and commentators.
Insights on baseball, life and the American
way, which really do interact.”

Navajos,and

also enjoy a good mystery, so
pass up

a

mystery with

a

how

could

bad guy who

is

I
I

an

The Pine Grove on campus is a perfect pastoral place in which to enjoy a good book on
a nice day. Professor Arthur H. Jentz '56 of the philosophydepartment relaxes with one
of his recommendations for

summer

Nausea by Jean-Paul Sartre.
“Sartre’s first published novel. A

James B. Heisler

for the eternal

Professorof Economics and Cha'rPerson

leisure reading.

of the

human

amid

William D. Reynolds
Professor of English and

yearning

the agonies and ecstasies

Chairperson of the Department

situation."

Department

of the

“If you’ve seen and enjoyed The

for Red October and not read the book

Nancy Sonneveldt ’62 Miller
Dean for the Social Sciences and
Professor of Education

The Road to

with rich detail, exquisite prose,

uncanny

insights and love for God’s world. Since
reading

it

(twice), I’ve

wondered whether

my childhoodwould seem as extraordinary
— if only I had her gifts for
examining and reporting.”
Among Schoolchildrenby Tracy Kidder
“A moving account of a school year spent
by the author in the classroom of an
energetic, loving teacher and her melting
pot of fifth graders in Holyoke, Mass.
You’ll leave it believing that a good teacher
can make a difference in a child’s life. If
you’ve ever wondered whether elementary
schools have changed since you were a kid ,
this book will convince you.”
The Spying Heart by KatherinePaterson
“Thoughts on reading and writing books
for children by an acclaimedauthor whose
books for children have been translatedinto
6 languagesand received the most prestigious awards for children’s books. Whether
or not you’ve ever read her books, you’ll
appreciate her anecdotes and observations
as hers

Free Economy: Shifting

is a

AssociateProfessorof Sociology and
Chairperson of the Department
“A thoughtful consideration of the

elementsof transitionin Eastern
European economies from socialist command
to market driven democracies. These changes
will affect all of us, and Komai is an astute

for

analyst.”

and Secularism

critical

Titmuss Regained by John Mortimer
“This sequel to Paradise Postponed will
not challenge, but it will entertain.If you
love England and despair of the 21 st century
encroachingon it, enjoy this novel by the
creator of

you might wonder

non-technical discussion of the

Rumpole of

the Bailey."

Professorand Chairperson
of the

foibles and fortunes of American mainline
religion is Robert Wuthnow’s The Struggle

America’sSoul: Evangelicals, Liberals,
Wuthnow distillsa barrel of
sociologese and serves it up in a compelling
.

concoction."
“For those

who

enjoy taught drama with

a swirl of the mystical, Toni Morrison’s

Beloved is a captivating adventure story
about former slaves living in the Cincinnati
area. It is also — and more importantly
a bracing account of the suppleness and
endurance of the human soul in the face of
overwhelming crosscurrentsof evil. Beloved
was the recipientof the Pulitzer Prize for
fiction and has establishedMs. Morrisonas

—

Arthur H. Jentz Jr. ’56

Department

Transforming Grace: Christian Tradition

and Women’s Experience by Anne. E. Carr

one of the premier novelists of our time.”

“A Catholic Christian theologian treats her

topic attempting to stand in solidaritywith
both the women’s movement and the church."
Wittgenstein’sVienna by Allan Janik

and

“A fascinatingaccount of the philosophic ,
artisticand scientific milieu of

World War

I. For

“On

a

more momentous

note. I’m

looking

Vienna before

educatedpersons who are

not necessarily scholars.”

first ,

worth going back
to Tom Clancy’s novel. It is. Several major
(and interesting) plots don’t make it into the
film, and it can be lots of fun to see how the
film-makerstranslatedthe book.”
“If you enjoy Robert Ludlum but don’t
mind spy stories with less action/violence,
try one by British novelistAnthony Price
(whose 18 novels aren’t easily available in
the U.S., outside of specialtystores). If you
have a chance, try War Game, Tomorrow’s
Ghost or For the Good of the State."
“I like to read clerical crime novels. Ralph
Mclnery’s novels about Fr. Dowling are
much better than theTV shows derived (more
or less) from them; you might also try The
Basket Case or Rest in Pieces. Mclnerey also
writes (under the pseudonym Monica Quill)
about another detective.Sister Mary Teresa;
but for nun mysteries I prefer the ones by
Sister Carol Anne O’Marie, especiallyA
Novena for Murder and Advent of Dying."
if it’s

“Ellis Peters has writtenalmost 20 novels

forward to my usual summer fare of Frederick

about Brother Cadfael, a 12th-centurymonk,

Forsyth^ Tom Clancy and Robert Ludlum.

who solves mysteries against a scrupulously
accurate account of the civil war between the

I

can’t wait to dig into the recently published

Stephen Toulmin

1

TWENTY

Donald A. Luidens ’69

from a SocialistSystem, The Example of
Hungary by Janos Kornai
“This

An American Childhood by Annie Dillard
“A charming, nostalgic explanation of the
author’s childhood during the ’50s, filled

a

Hunt

grand finale of Ludlum’s “Bourne” trilogy
{The Bourne Ultimatum, mega-pages)
which, I’ve heard, is “a real blockbuster”
(whateverthat means).”

armies of King Stephen and those of his wife
Matilda.The
for Bones,

first in

is

the series

quite good;

I

,

A Morbid Taste

also liked

The

Pilgrim of Hate and The Leper of St. Giles.
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